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Abstract 

Present estimates of sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) population size are 

extraordinarily imprecise. This is largely due to sperm whale behaviour and 

distribution, which compromises the utility of the visual survey methods presently 

used. This study investigated an acoustic censusing method - the click counting 

method - which although thought to have much promise in estimating sperm 

whale abundance, has received little research effort to date. 

Between summer 1996 and winter 1998, I spent four seasons in the field off 

Kaikoura, New Zealand, collecting information on the vocal behaviour of sperm 

whales. This added to a larger data set that began in 1990. These data were used 

to estimate two of the three core parameters required for the click counting method 

- mean regular click rate, and the percentage of time sperm whales spend regular 

clicking (Figure A). 

Overall Mean Regular Click Rate 
1.272 clicks s·1 (± 0.029 95% Cl) 

t 

Percentage of Time Spent Regular Clicking 
60% in summer (cv = 19%) 
62% in winter (cv = 25%) 

Estimated Effective Range of the Hydrophone 
2 nautical miles 

Jake (1993) 

Figure A. Three core parameters required for the click counting method of 
abundance estimation. Data in bold were estimated in this study. The 
range of the hydrophone (shown in italics) was estimated by Jake (1993). 

Regular click rate during three dives each of three identified whales was analysed 

using specially written software (Moby Click 1.0B; Jake, 1996). Mean regular click 

rate did not differ significantly within dives, among dives of the same whale, or 

among whales. Thus, it is appropriate to census sperm whales at Kaikoura using 

one overall mean regular click rate (Figure A). The percentage of time sperm 

whales spent regular clicking during an entire dive cycle (from fluke-up to fluke-up) 

was determined from 54 recording 'sections', and was shown to differ between 

seasons (Figure A). 
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These data were combined with the third core parameter, the estimated effective 

range of the hydrophone used to make recordings (Figure A), and an equation 

developed using these core parameters to estimate sperm whale density and 

abundance. 

Sperm whale abundance was estimated in five-minute recordings made at six 

stations along each of four transects at Kaikoura. It was clear that in some cases, 

noise was mistaken for sperm whale clicks during analysis using Moby Click 1 .OB. 

Thus, these mean regular click rates and the resulting abundance estimates were 

probably artificially increased. Including frequency-domain rules (as well as the 

time-domain rules that Moby Click 1.0B uses), to detect clicks, and the ability to 

play-back sound should decrease these errors substantially. Despite these 

problems, results showed that abundance estimates were similar to the number of 

whales encountered on the same field day. 

At present, the effective range of the hydrophone used to make recordings is poorly 

known. An accurate estimate of this range is fundamental to a census using the 

click counting method, and should be a focus of further study. 

This study presents the most comprehensive research on sperm whale click rate 

and the proportion of time sperm whales spend clicking to date. It is the first to 

present these data for whales at Kaikoura, and to our knowledge, the first 

application of the click counting method in assessing absolute abundance. Results 

from this study show that click counting is certainly worth further investigation. 
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction 1 

Chapter 1: General Introduction 

A key factor in rational management of an exploited or potentially exploitable 

species is knowledge of population size (Leaper et al., 1992). Due to its diving 

ability and pelagic distribution the sperm whale - Physeter macrocephalus - is 

difficult to census, and hence population estimates are imprecise. When threats 

including pollution, interactions with fisheries, and the possibility of a resumption in 

commercial whaling are considered, the need for reliable censusing methods 

becomes clear. 

The central aim of this study is to provide core data for an acoustic censusing 

method using information gathered from sperm whales at Kaikoura, and to use 

these data to estimate sperm whale abundance from recordings made along 

transects at Kaikoura. 

1 .1 The Sperm Whale - General Life History 

The large, blunt, head of the sperm whale makes it one of the most easily 

recognisable whales (Figure 1.1 ). The sperm whale is the largest odontocete 

(toothed whale), and shows distinct sexual dimorphism in size (Rice, 1989). Males 

reach a maximum length of about 18.3 metres, and weigh up to 57 tonnes, while 

females reach up to 12.5 metres and weigh a maximum of 24 tonnes (Rice, 1989) . 

Figure 1.1 A sperm whale, Physeter macrocephalus (from Whitehead & Nicklin, 

1995). 
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction 2 

Sperm whales have one of the most extensive distributions of all marine mammals. 

They are pelagic animals found throughout all deep oceans, from the equator to the 

edge of the polar pack ice (Rice, 1989; Figure 1.2). Their distribution favours 

productive waters associated with converging or diverging water masses, and the 

edges of continental shelves (Berzin, 1971 ; Whitehead et al., 1992; Waring et al., 

1993; Jaquet & Whitehead, 1996) . 

Sperm whale 2,000 

D concentration 
(based on whaling records) 

MILES AT EQUATOR 
NGS CARTOGRAPHIC DIVISK>N 

Figure 1.2. World map showing sperm whale distribution. Dashed red lines 
indicate extent of female and juvenile distribution. Note that Kaikoura 
is just south of the southern limit of females and juveniles (from 
Whitehead & Nicklin, 1995). 

Sperm whales have a matrilineal social system involving the sexual segregation of 

adult males and females (Caldwell et al., 1966). Adult females form units of about 

twelve related individuals and offspring that stay together for many years 

(Whitehead et al., 1991; Richard et al., 1996). These units - commonly called 

nursery groups - cooperate in foraging, raising calves, and protection against 

predators (Best, 1979; Amborn et al., 1987; Whitehead, 1996). Generally, nursery 

groups are confined to the tropical and subtropical breeding grounds 40° north and 

south of the equator (Rice, 1989; Figure 1.2), and are thus rarely seen at Kaikoura 

(Chessum, 1992; Jake, 1996). 

In comparison to females, male sperm whales show much less group cohesion or 

cooperation, and have a much broader distribution (Caldwell et al., 1966; Rice, 

1989). Males leave nursery groups as subadults (around 6 years of age) and form 

loose associations of similar sized individuals, called bachelor groups (Best, 1979; 
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Richard et al., 1996). A population of subadult males is found year-round off 

Kaikoura (Chessum, 1992). Initially these groups may contain up to 50 whales, but 

group size tends to decrease with increasing maturity. The largest males are often 

seen singly (Gaskin, 1970; Best, 1979). Ohsumi (1966) and Best (1974) found 

evidence of male sperm whales travelling to higher latitudes with increasing age. 

Sperm whales have a very low reproductive rate. It is estimated that each female 

may produce only 4 calves during her life time (Best et al., 1984). Males do not 

breed until they are about 26 years of age (Lockyer, 1981 ). Not all males capable of 

mating do so (Whitehead & Amborn, 1987). Those males that do mate perform a 

"searching strategy", frequenting many nursery groups briefly, and possibly mating 

with several different females (Whitehead, 1987; Whitehead & Waters, 1990). 

The duration and depth to which sperm whales dive is exceptional. Dives of about 

400-600 metres depth and lasting around 40 minutes - followed by 10 minutes 

resting at the surface - are standard (Papastavrou et al., 1989; Jaquet et al., in 

press). Extremes in sperm whale diving behaviour were highlighted by Watkins et 

al. (1985, 1993), who observed a sperm whale diving for over two hours and 

another possibly diving to 2000 metres. 

Mesa- and bathypelagic squid make up the bulk of sperm whale diet worldwide 

(Kawakami, 1980). Only around Iceland, New Zealand, and the Scotian Shelf are 

fish an important dietry component (Gaskin & Cawthorn, 1967; Martin & Clarke, 

1986; Mullins et al., 1988). Since feeding occurs at depth, there have been no direct 

observations of how sperm whales locate and capture prey. Although it is widely 

accepted that sperm whales use echolocation to navigate and capture prey (Norris 

& Harvey, 1972; Gordon, 1987b), some still debate this (Watkins, 1980). 

1 .1 .2 Whaling and Sperm Whale Abundance 

Commercial exploitation of sperm whales dates back to the early 18th Century 

(Gosha et al., 1984). In one whaling 'boom' period - between 1946 and 1965 -

an estimated 335,333 sperm whales were killed (IWC, 1969). Off Kaikoura, sperm 

whales were the focus of New Zealand's last phase of whaling. In 1963 and 1964, 

248 sperm whales were taken from this area (Grady, 1982). Although sperm whales 

may not be hunted commercially any longer, sperm whale meat, and meat from 

whales considered endangered, is still available in Japanese and South Korean 

markets (Baker et al., 1996). These findings are inconsistent with catch records 

made available to the International Whaling Commission (Baker et al., 1996). 
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Although classified as vulnerable (IUCN, 1996), estimates of sperm whale 

population size are unreliable (Forney et al., 1995: Reeves & Whitehead, 1997). 

Present population estimates range from a few hundred thousand (Reeves & 

Whitehead, 1997) to 1,900,000 (Rice, 1989). This huge discrepancy can be 

attributed mostly to sperm whale diving behaviour (long dives with little time at the 

water surface) and pelagic distribution (difficulty with access). In essence, sperm 

whales are not well suited to the methods presently used to count them. 

Shipboard line-transect visual surveys have been a primary tool for abundance 

estimation (Polacheck & Smith, 1990). In at least some populations, sperm whales 

spend about 80% of their time underwater (Gordon, 1987a; Papastavrou et al., 

1989; Jaquet et al., in press), and therefore may be easily missed by surveys relying 

on sightings. A survey method that does not rely solely on visual contact with sperm 

whales may be more appropriate. Recently there has been a trend towards 

developing acoustic censusing methods using sounds produced by the sperm 

whales themselves (for example, Watkins & Moore, 1982; Whitehead & Weilgart, 

1990; Leaper et al., 1992; Jake, 1996; Barlow & Taylor, 1998). 

1 . 2 Sperm Whale Acoustic Behaviour 

Sperm whale sounds were first recorded by Worthington and Schevill (1957), who 

described the most common sound they heard as "sharp click sounds .... about half 

a second apart" (p. 291 ). Since then, vocalisations have been described in detail. 

Unlike most odontocetes, which produce both clicks and whistles, sperm whales 

have only been heard to produce clicks (Backus & Schevill, 1966; Watkins, 1980; 

Gordon, 1987b; pers. obs.). The structure and timing of sperm whale clicks varies, 

producing different types of vocalisations that are thought to have different 

functions. The way clicks are made is not conclusively known. The most likely 

explanation is that they are produced by the museau de singe within the spermaceti 

organ (an oil filled sac in the sperm whale's forehead), which then acts as a 

reverberation chamber propelling vocalisations into the water (Cranford, 1999). 

1.2.1 Regular Clicks 

The most commonly heard sperm whale vocalisation is the "regular" (sensu 

Gordon, 1987a) or "usual" click (sensu Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). Regular clicks 

are impulsive (sharp onset), broad-band vocalisations that generally last about 18 

to 24 milliseconds (ms) (Backus & Schevill, 1966). Each regular click is composed 

of several pulses of decreasing amplitude (Backus & Schevill, 1966; Goold & 

Jones, 1995; Figure 1.3). Although regular clicks are generally produced at a slow 
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and metronomic rate of about one to two per second, click rate can change 

markedly (Goold & Jones, 1995; pers. obs.). 
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one click 

Time 

Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of a sperm whale regular click that contains three 
pulses of decreasing amplitude. Note the sharp onset of the click. 

Regular clicks span the frequency range of 200 Hz to 32 kHz (Backus & Schevill, 

1966; Watkins, 1980). Maximum energy varies from about 400 Hz to 16 kHz 

(Watkins, 1980; Goold & Jones, 1995). This variation may be due to differences in 

frequencies produced by the whales, or differences in recording distance from the 

whales (high frequencies attenuate more with distance than low frequencies; 

Watkins, 1980). 

At up to 223 dB re 1 µPa peRMS (M0hl et al., 2000), regular clicks are loud. The 

equivalent loudness in air - about 197 dB - is louder than most jet planes 

(Richardson et al., 1995). Regular clicks have been heard over distances of 9-1 O 

kilometres (Watkins, 1980; Barlow & Taylor, 1998), although this varies with sea 

conditions (Whitehead & Gordon, 1986, pers. obs.). 

Apart from about two to five minutes after fluking up (Gordon, 1987b; Goold & 

Jones, 1995), and about five minutes before surfacing (Gordon et al., 1992), sperm 

whales produce regular clicks almost continuously while diving (Dawson et al., 

1996). Regular clicks are very seldom heard while the whale is at the surface 

(Watkins, 1977; Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). 

The function of regular clicks is not clear. The almost continual clicking while diving, 

the distance the clicks can be detected over, and the transient nature of sperm 

whale click sounds have led many to suggest that regular clicks are used in 

echolocation (Backus & Schevill, 1966; Norris & Harvey, 1972; Mullins et al., 1988; 

Dawson et al., 1996). The timing of regular clicks suggests that they are used to 
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scan at ranges up to 375 m 1. Bats and dolphins also vocalise at low rates while 

cruising (Gordon, 1987b). Watkins (1977, 1980), however, suggests that regular 

clicks are used as a form of communication, specifically to maintain group cohesion 

after diving has separated whales underwater. 

1.2.2 Rapid Clicks 

"Rapid" clicks (sensu Gordon, 1987a) are heard mainly while sperm whales are 

diving, but have also been heard from sperm whales at the water surface - usually 

when whales have appeared to be investigating an object such as a boat (Gordon, 

1987a). During rapid click sequences, click repetition rates range from 10-20 clicks 

s-1, and unlike regular clicks, the clicks have a single pulse structure (Gordon, 

1987a). Gordon (1987a) observed that, as seen in the echolocation clicks of 

dolphins, dominant frequencies in rapid clicks varied systematically. Diercks et al. 

(1971) suggested that this may allow fine discriminations of target resonance. 

Although almost a lone voice, Watkins et al. (1985) interprets rapid clicks not as 

echolocation clicks, but as a "component of the social interaction between whales" 

(p. 12). 

1.2.3 Buzzes 

"Buzzes" (sensu Dawson et al., 1996) or "creaks" (sensu Gordon, 1987a) are 

sequences of single pulse clicks produced at rates of up to 220 clicks s-1, and for as 

long as 10-25 seconds (Gordon, 1987a). Spectral analysis of individual clicks in 

buzzes have revealed dominant frequencies between 3.5 and 4.5 kHz (Gordon et 

al., 1992). While diving, buzzes are produced at a rate of about 12 per hour (Gordon 

et al., 1992), but have never been documented from a whale at the surface (Mullins 

et al., 1988). Gordon (1987a) and Dawson et al. (1996) have noted that regular click 

rates will often increase directly before a buzz occurs, and buzzes are followed by 

silences of a few seconds to about a minute before regular clicking resumes. Since 

buzzes are usually much quieter than regular clicks, Gordon (1987a) has 

suggested that either they are produced at a lower source level, or that buzzes are 

directional sounds being produced away from the hydrophone. 

It has been proposed that buzzes represent the closing phase of echolocation, used 

for examining objects in detail and at close range (Mullins et al., 1988; Dawson et 

al., 1996), and possibly represent feeding events (Gordon, 1987a). Jones and 

Rayner (1988), found that feeding buzzes of Daubenton's Bats, Myotis daubentoni, 

were typified by a marked rise in pulse repetition, a shorter pulse, and a decrease in 

1 Assuming 0.5 seconds between successive clicks, and the speed of sound in water as 
approximately 1500 m s-1. 
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pulse amplitude and bandwidth. Sperm whale and bat buzzes appear to be very 

similar. Again, Watkins (1980) proposed that buzzes are a form of communication. 

1.2.4 Surface Clicks 

Occasionally, sperm whales produce very loud, resonant clicks referred to as 

"clangs" (sensu Gordon, 1987a), "surface" clicks (sensu Dawson et al., 1996) or 

"slow" clicks (sensu Weilgart & Whitehead, 1988). These clicks have a very regular, 

slow repetition rate of about one click every 5-1 O seconds, and occur in series of 

about 2-10 clicks (Watkins, 1980; Gordon et al., 1992; Dawson et al., 1996). Surface 

clicks are narrower in frequency range than other click types (Gordon, 1987a), and 

have dominant frequencies around 1.8-2.8 kHz (Weilgart & Whitehead, 1988). With 

a median duration of 72 ms, surface clicks are about three times longer than regular 

clicks (Weilgart & Whitehead, 1988). Barlow and Taylor (1998) detected surface 

clicks at ranges of up to 37 km. 

Surface clicks are mostly heard shortly before a whale surfaces (Weilgart & 

Whitehead, 1988; Dawson et al., 1996; pers. obs.), while at the surface (Mullins et 

al., 1988), or shortly after diving (Gordon et al., 1992). The function of surface clicks 

may be long range echolocation, such as locating very large features like the edge 

of the continental shelf (Gordon, 1987a), or upon ascent, to measure the distance to 

the water surface (Dawson et al., 1996). Weilgart and Whitehead (1988), and 

Weilgart (1990) found surface clicks to be highly correlated with the presence of 

mature males, and suggested that surface clicks are a sign of maturity, and on 

breeding grounds, competitive ability. In Kaikoura however, Dawson et al. (1996) 

have heard surface clicks from males that are not large. 

1.2.5 Codas 

"Codas" are distinctive, stereotypical patterns of about 2 to 40 clicks (Watkins & 

Schevill, 1977; Moore et al., 1993), and have been heard repeated up to sixty or 

more times (Watkins, 1977). Codas occur mostly in social situations (Weilgart, 

1990), and their function appears to be communication, principally among members 

of the same group (Mullins et al., 1988; Weilgart & Whitehead, 1997). Codas may 

act as individual identifiers, with each whale having a distinctive vocalisation, at 

least over a few hours (Watkins & Schevill, 1977; Watkins et al., 1985). "Shared" or 

"regular use" codas may be produced by several whales in both the same and 

different groups (Moore & Watkins, 1985; Moore et al., 1993). Individual whales 

have been heard to emit many different codas (Weilgart & Whitehead, 1993). 

Coda repertoires (dialects), seem to be conserved matrilineally, even when 

matrilines split (Whitehead et al., 1998). It may be possible to distinguish sperm 
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whales in different geographical areas by their coda dialects (Notobartolo di Sciara 

& Gordon, 1997; Pavan & Borsani, 1997; Weilgart & Whitehead, 1997). The only 

other cetaceans known to have dialects are killer whales ( Orcinus area). In 

Kaikoura there is very little social behaviour and codas are very rarely heard 

(Dawson et al., 1996). 

1.3 Censusing Methods 

There are two main approaches to estimating whale abundance; visual and 

acoustic surveys. 

1.3.1 Visual Surveys 

Sperm whale abundance is most often assessed on visual surveys, which involve 

sightings of the animal or of a cue, such as a blow (Best, 1982). The main approach 

has been ship-based line-transect surveys, in which the distance to each sighting is 

measured, and these distances used to calculate the effective strip width, and 

hence density (Buckland et al., 1993). To evaluate abundance of local populations, 

mark-recapture analysis of photographically identified individuals has been 

successful (for example, Whitehead, 1990; Childerhouse et al., 1995). For a 

comprehensive review of visual survey methods, see Hiby & Hammond (1989). 

Assessing sperm whale abundance over large geographic scales has proven very 

difficult, mostly because the animals spend most of their time underwater, and are 

hence not very accessible to visual survey methods. 

1.3.2 Acoustic Surveys 

Acoustic surveys do not rely on sightings of animals. Instead, they use the sounds 

the animals produce as cues to count them. There are three general approaches to 

acoustic surveying. A directional hydrophone can be used to gain bearings to 

individual whales, an array of hydrophones may be used in a fixed or towed 

configuration, or an omnidirectional hydrophone can be used to gain information 

about click rates. 

Bearings 

Bearings to individual vocalising whales can be obtained by completing a 360° 

"sweep" using a directional hydrophone at listening stations along a transect (for 

example, Leaper et al., 1992). Distribution of whales within the effective range of the 

hydrophone can be estimated directly from the bearings gained at each listening 

station. Alternatively, relative density of whales can be estimated using analysis 

software such as "Cartwheels" (Hiby & Lovell, 1989). Unless additional data are 
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available, this analysis method gives a relative density estimate only on the 

proportion of time whales spend clicking. This is perhaps the simplest and least 

expensive method of estimating whale density. 

Hydrophone Arrays 

Bearings or three-dimensional position fixes to whales can be gained by using 

differences in signal arrival times at multiple hydrophones in either a towed or fixed 

configuration. The hydrophone elements of a towed array are generally in line, and 

therefore provide range estimates and/or bearings to whales (for example, Leaper 

et al., 1992; Gillespie, 1996). Where four hydrophones can be separated in three 

dimensions (such as, three spread out at the surface and one at depth), three

dimensional position fixes can be gained for each vocalising whale within the range 

of the array (for example, Watkins & Schevill, 1972; D'Spain et al., 1995). Data from 

these methods can also be used to estimate density (Dawson & Jake, 1996). 

Click Rate I Click Counting 

The underlying principle of click counting is that the number of regular clicks heard 

is proportional to the number of whales in the area. If average regular click rate is 

known, density estimates can be calculated from short (for example five minute) 

recordings of whale vocalisations made with an omnidirectional hydrophone at 

listening stations along transects. A simplified example of how this method works 

may help to explain the click counting approach. 

Assume the mean regular click rate of sperm whales is 1 click per second; a 

recording is made for one minute, and 180 regular clicks are heard in this 

recording. Using the click counting method, the abundance estimate for this 

recording would be three whales. It is important to note that because they are the 

most commonly and continuously produced sperm whale vocalisation, only regular 

clicks are used when estimating abundance using the click counting method. 

If the percentage of time sperm whales are not regular clicking and the effective 

range of the hydrophone used to make recordings is also known, absolute 

abundance estimates can be made (Figure 1.4). 

This method of abundance estimation is the one investigated in this study. 
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Figure 1.4 

Percentage of time spent not regular clicking 

I Estimated effective range of the hydrophone 

Diagram showing core data needed to calculate absolute abundance 
of sperm whales using the click counting method. 

1.4 Why Census Sperm Whales Acoustically? 

Of all cetaceans, sperm whales seem particularly suited to acoustic censusing 

(Gordon, 1996). Due to their diving behaviour, sperm whales are largely 

unavailable for visual censusing. While diving, however, sperm whales click almost 

continuously. Using relatively unsophisticated equipment, these clicks can be heard 

over considerable distances (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990; Dawson et al., 1996; 

Gordon, 1996). 

There are many other advantages in using acoustic surveys instead of visual 

surveys. Acoustic surveys: 

1. increase the detection range of targets (Watkins & Moore, 1982; Clark et al., 

1986; Barlow & Taylor, 1998), 

2. can continue to operate in meteorological conditions that are unsuitable for 

visual surveys, including during darkness (Watkins & Moore, 1982; Barlow & 

Taylor, 1998), 

3. are less demanding on observers than visual surveys (Notobartolo di Sciara & 

Gordon, 1997), 

4. enable the making of a high-resolution permanent record of acoustic survey 

cues. Visual data cannot be stored in this way (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990; 

Notobartolo di Sciara & Gordon, 1997), 

5. offer great potential for automation of data collection and detection. This 

reduces the amount of human effort and error (Notobartolo di Sciara & 

Gordon, 1997), 
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6. can be completed from small research boats or platforms of opportunity. Visual 

surveys usually require larger vessels and skilled observer teams (Hiby & 

Lovell, 1989; Gillespie, 1996; Notobartolo di Sciara & Gordon, 1997), and 

7. can be much cheaper than visual surveys (Leaper et al., 1992; Gillespie, 

1996). 

There are some disadvantages associated with acoustic surveys, including: the 

accuracy with which the range of the hydrophone system can be determined 

(Dawson et al., 1996), the need to stop or travel at very slow speeds to make 

recordings (Leaper et al., 1992; Dawson et al., 1996), the relatively poor 

development of analysis methods for acoustic data (Gordon, 1996), and possible 

changes in vocal behaviour with varying whale numbers and other behaviours, 

such as socialising (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). 

1.5 Justification and Aims 

Almost all research on living sperm whales has focussed on nursery groups in the 

tropics (Whitehead et al., 1998; Whitehead, 1998). Kaikoura offers a unique 

opportunity to study the acoustic behaviour and gain core information for acoustic 

censusing of male subadult sperm whales - a group that has received little 

research attention to date (Childerhouse et al., 1995). Data on abundance of sperm 

whale populations as a whole are imprecise. In the light of threats sperm whales 

face, it is obvious that the lack of knowledge of sperm whale abundance needs to 

be addressed. 

The objectives of this study are to: 

1. Gather data from Kaikoura and quantify regular click rate in sperm whale 

recordings by applying custom written software - "Moby Click 1 .0 B". When 

regular click rate is quantified, this information alone can give estimates of 

relative abundance on spatial and temporal scales. Variation of regular click 

rate is also investigated. 

2. Gather and analyse additional data on the percentage of time sperm whales at 

Kaikoura are not regular clicking. This information will indicate how "available" 

sperm whales are to acoustic suNey methods. It will enable estimation of how 

many whales were not clicking at the time of recording, and therefore how 

many whales we may have missed. 
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3. Develop a way to combine data gathered in 1 and 2 above, and data on the 

effective range of the hydrophone (Jake, 1993), to estimate absolute 

abundance of sperm whales. Ability to keep track of uncertainty associated 

with each input parameter is seen as an important aspect of this approach. 

4. Use the equation developed in 3 above to estimate the absolute abundance of 

sperm whales in station recordings made along transects at Kaikoura. 
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Chapter 2: General Methods 

2. 1 Study Site and Equipment 

Kaikoura Peninsula (42°25'S 173° 42'E) is situated on the east coast of the South 

Island of New Zealand (Figure 2.1 ). Eight kilometres (km) south of the Peninsula the 

continental shelf is very narrow and steep (Herzer & Carter, 1983). Within 4.5 km of 

shore depths of over 1000 metres are found (Herzer & Carter, 1983). The complex 

pattern of ocean currents and up-welling in this area creates a nutrient-rich 

environment (Garner, 1953, 1961 ), which Gaskin (1971) considers most likely 

responsible for the consistent local concentration of sperm whales. 

Since May 1990, three to nine weeks have been spent in the field at Kaikoura each 

winter and summer (Jaquet et al., in press). During this time, data on population 

structure (Chessum, 1992), distribution (Jaquet et al., in press), abundance 

(Childerhouse et al., 1995), acoustic behaviour and censusing of sperm whales 

(Jake, 1996) have been collected. An overview of research methods used in this 

long-term project is available in Dawson & Jake (1996). 

Sperm whales are commonly found 2-18 km off the Kaikoura coast in both summer 

and winter (Dawson & Jake, 1996). Their accessibility makes possible a thriving 

whale watching operation, and this study. Most data were gathered within the study 

area (four 5 by 1 O n.mi. blocks), off the south side of the Kaikoura Peninsula (Figure 

2.1 ). Research was carried out from a 6.6 metre rigid hull inflatable boat powered by 

a 90 horse-power outboard engine. 

Weather conditions and sea state dictated the amount of time spent on the water. 

Photographic and recording equipment, and sighting and tracking requirements, 

meant that research was not continued in rain or in wind conditions of Beaufort 4 or 

greater. 

At the beginning of each field day and starting from a randomly chosen position, a 

sperm whale was located and tracked using a hand-held custom-built directional 

hydrophone. Depending on sea state and other noise, sperm whales can be heard 

up to 9 km away with this unit (Dawson & Jake, 1996). 
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Figure 2.1 Map of New Zealand showing the position of Kaikoura, and chart of Kaikoura showing the study area. 
Note the position of the 1000 m depth contour. 
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Navigation and recording of tracking effort was facilitated by a Kodan KGP-900 

Global Positioning System (GPS). The GPS was linked to a Hewlett Packard 95LX 

palm-top computer and stored GPS positions every 120 seconds. When a whale 

was sighted, the time, date, GPS location, information regarding the orientation and 

behaviour of the whale, details of ID photographs, plus notes on environmental 

conditions were entered into this computer. On fluke up, the dive time was recorded. 

At the end of each field day these data were downloaded from the palm-top 

computer to a Macintosh computer for storage. 

Individual whales were identified via photography of the marks on the trailing edge 

of the flukes (Amborn, 1987; Childerhouse et al., 1996). Photographs were taken 

using Nikon F4S, F90x, and F5 cameras, usually at shutter speeds of 1/1000 

second or faster, using a Nikkor 300 mm f2.8 IFED lens and Fujichrome 100 or 

Kodachrome 200 slide film. A databack imprinted date or day and time directly onto 

the film. 

From May 1991 to January 1995 recordings of the acoustic behaviour of sperm 

whales were made using a UHER 4200 stereo recorder (at various tape speeds 

depending on the recording time needed), and an omnidirectional hydrophone 

(Sippican rectangular hydrophone element), on a 20 metre cable. The UHER 

recorder was attached to a preamplifier with a high-pass filter at 500 Hz (see 

Dawson et al., 1996 for further information). 

Since June 1996 recordings have been made using a Sony TCD-D1 OPROII Digital 

Audio tape-recorder (DAT) and an omnidirectional hydrophone - either a 

Sonatech 8185 or 8178 hydrophone. These hydrophones are essentially linear (±5 

dB) over the range of sperm whale sounds (100 Hz - 30 kHz). Two fixed-gain 

amplifiers have been used; both have a flat response (DC - 45 kHz) and are 

interchangeable. Hydrophone cable length was 20 m until 8 June 1997 when it was 

extended to 70 m. 

Vocal behaviour was recorded at various stages throughout whale dive cycles 

(such as the start, middle, end, or entire dive cycles). Recording quality (signal to 

noise ratio or SNR) can be affected by many factors, such as noise from boats, 

wave action on nearby beaches, vocalisations from other whales or dolphins, and 

technical problems (for example, cable strumming). Recording quality is also 

influenced by underwater bathymetry, oceanographic conditions, and increasing 

whale depth, distance, and/or orientation. Due to their proximity to the recording 

equipment it is easy to get high quality recordings from the start of sperm whale 

dives. High quality complete dive cycle recordings are very difficult to obtain due to 
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the factors outlined above. Not only can many factors intervene, but there is a 40 

minute 'window of opportunity' for them to do so. 

Most recordings were made by lowering the omnidirectional hydrophone into the 

water to a depth of about 20 metres. At the beginning of each recording a 

commentary about date, time, geographical position, as well as information on the 
11 target 11 whale (the whale that was being recorded), and the type of recording was 

added. Each recording was aurally monitored so gain could be adjusted when 

necessary and any noteworthy points commented on. Only if SNR was consistently 

high, would recording continue until the whale resurfaced. When the target whale 

surfaced, recording was stopped. When it dived again an ID photograph was taken 

to establish that it was the same whale. 

Each recording was transcribed and notes made regarding the timing of particular 

vocalisations, recording quality, and any commentary. Once transcribed, 

information about each recording, such as location, whale ID, recording duration, 

and quality was entered into a computer database of acoustic recordings. 

Sounds from some of these recordings were digitised and analysed using a 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV with a Spectral Innovations analog/digital and digital 

signal processing board (DSP) (MacDSP 256KNI: 16 bit, max aid rate 128 kHz), 

and stored on CD ROM. (The equipment available at the time meant that the digital 

signals had to be redigitised before they could be analysed). 

Before DAT recordings were sampled and analysed, they were filtered using a 

Kemo VBF/8 48 dB/octave high- and low-pass filter. Optimising filter levels is 

important to remove as much background noise from a signal as possible while 

maintaining the integrity of the true signal (which in this case are sperm whale 

regular clicks). 

The Analog to Digital board in the Quadra can sample only at certain rates. The rate 

used in our sperm whale analyses is 31250 Hz. This means that the voltage of the 

waveform is measured (and stored as a 16 bit binary number) 31250 times per 

second. Aliasing occurs when sounds are sampled at too low a rate to adequately 

capture the maximum frequency of the sound. The normal practice is to sample at 

2.2 times the maximum frequency of interest. Hence, to avoid aliasing, we set the 

low-pass filter at 14200 Hz (any signal above 14200 Hz will be filtered out). The 

frequencies of interest in sperm whale clicks are below this frequency. 
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The optimum high-pass filter setting for digitising sperm whale recordings was 

determined by digitising a segment of typically noisy recording made at Kaikoura, 

and progressively filtering it at 100 unit intervals (from 100 Hz to 2 kHz). Signals 

were digitised using Canary 1.2.1 (Cornell Laboratory) at a gain of 0.81. 

Background noise can be seen to decrease with each successive increase in filter 

level (Figures 2.2 a-d), hence increasing SNR and making clicks easier to detect. 

Filtering at 2 kHz begins to compromise the clicks themselves, so the filter level was 

set at 1 kHz (sounds below 1000 Hz are filtered out) for all further digitising. 
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Figure 2.2 a-d A segment of digitised recording (approximately 2.5 seconds) that includes 
three obvious sperm whale regular clicks. Note that the SNR increases with 
increasing high-pass filter level. 
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2.2 Moby Click 1.0B 

Although digital signal analysis software such as Mac DSP 1.8B and Canary 1.2.4 

(Cornell Laboratory) are available, these concentrate on the frequency domain, and 

due to memory limitations, only a few tens of seconds of recording can be analysed 

at a time. At Kaikoura, complete dive cycle recordings are about 40 minutes long 

and usually contain two or three vocalising whales. To enable sampling and 

analysis of long sections of recording and to interactively and automatically count 

clicks, Olaf Jake (1996) wrote Moby Click 1.0B. 

Moby Click uses a set of parameter rules to detect and count pulses that rise at least 

six decibels ( dB) above the noise. Once a recording has been digitised, the user 

goes through the recording using Moby Click interactively, so that fill clicks of one 

sperm whale are detected and counted. Then the user chooses a set of detection 

parameters, and lets Moby Click analyse the same recording automatically. After 

comparing the result files of the interactive and automated analysis, the user 

modifies the detection parameters and runs another automated analysis. Thus the 

rules used are iteratively modified until the results of the automated analysis 

converge on those of the interactive analysis. Ideally this calibration exercise would 

be done using recordings containing only one whale. In practice, obtaining a high

quality recording with only one vocalising whale is very difficult; hence recordings 

containing more than one whale had to be used. 

2.2.1 Interactive Analysis 

Interactive analysis of recordings using Moby Click involved manually scrolling 

through an entire recording segment by segment, saving each click of the target 

sperm whale while rejecting any other signal as background whale vocalisation or 

noise (Figure 2.3). At most, eight seconds of recording can be analysed and saved 

at one time. Generally it took about 24 hours of work to analyse one 40 minute 

recording. 

In all analyses with Moby Click, the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the signal 

was used, rather than the raw signal. Since this is an averaging process, random 

noise tends to cancel, while cyclic noise (those having several cycles in the 

waveform) does not. This has the effect of separating sperm whale clicks and other 

biological sounds from background noise. Only those pulses that passed Moby 

Click's six dB threshold (six dB above the noise) were eligible for analysis. Each 

pulse was then "tested" using different detection rules. These detection rules are 

minimum pulse width, maximum inter-pulse interval (IPI), minimum inter-click 
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interval (ICI), amplitude of pulse one, and number of pulses per click (Figures 2.4 a

e ). Two of the detection rules - minimum pulse width and maximum IPI - must 

always be used. The parameters of these rules however may be altered at any 

stage by the user. The other three detection rules, minimum ICI, amplitude of pulse 

one, and number of pulses per click, are optional, and may be turned on or off by 

the user when it is decided they are required. 

I Selection of analysis segment I 

' ' 
....._ Analysis of segment ~ 

~ (detection and marking of clicks) -

' ' 
Confirmation of results Redo Enable/disable use of detection ....._ 

rules, and/or re-selection of 
(user) -

parameter settings 

OK ,, 
Saving of results and progress to 

next segment 

Figure 2.3 Flow diagram for click detection during interactive signal analysis 
using Moby Click 1.0B (adapted from Jake, 1996). 

During analysis, Moby Click tests the width of each pulse at the threshold (Figure 

2.4a). Pulses exceeding the minimum width criteria are then checked for the time 

between each other, that is, the IPI (Figure 2.4b). Pulses following each other in less 

than the maximum IPI are considered as part of one click. The additional detection 

parameters Moby Click offers monitor the last clicks produced by the target whale 

and calculate a moving average for each detection rule in use. This allows Moby 

Click to predict the timing (Figure 2.4c), amplitude (Figure 2.4d) and/or number of 

pulses (Figure 2.4e) of the next clicks. Because these features are stable or change 

gradually within a click sequence, Moby Click's analysis of them helps the user to 

identify which clicks are from which whale. 

When there was little noise or when background whales were very quiet, the target 

whale was obvious and analysis was straightforward. In these cases, the optional 

detection rules were not particularly necessary (Figure 2.5a). However, during 

recording segments that contained other loud whales or high background noise, 
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any pulse crossing the 6 dB threshold and occurring 
before the minimum ICI value set by the user will be 
rejected. The next pulse after the minimum ICI value 
will be counted as the start of the next click. 

r-----~lk:kl/2-----1 
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I I 
I I 
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Minimum amplitude level 
6 dB threshold 

d 

pulse accepted 

P1 

P1 

6 dB threshold - - - - -

e 

Actual ICI 

pulse rejected 

P3 

----~---

Time 

P1 

Minimum Amplitude Pulse One 
the amplitude of each pulse crossing the 6 dB threshold 
is measured. If it is below the minimum amplitude set by 
the user it is rejected. 

Maximum Pulses Per Click 
the maximum number of pulses per click is set by the 
user. If more than that number per click are detected 
the click is rejected. If the maximum number of pulses 
per click was set by the user at two, this click would be 
accepted as only the first two pulses cross the 6 dB 
threshold. However, if the third pulse had crossed the 6 
dB threshold, this click would have been rejected as not 
from the target whale. 

Figure 2.4 a-e Schematic diagrams of sperm whale regular clicks showing the five 
Moby Click 1.0B detection rules that the user may set at various 
parameter levels. Note that P1, P2, and P3 stand for pulse 1, 2, and 
3 respectively, and that pulse 3 does not cross the six dB threshold 
and is therefore not eligible for analysis. 
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these detection rules were very useful in helping determine which signals were 

from the target whale and which were to be rejected (Figure 2.5b). Any combination 

of these five rules may be used at any time during interactive analysis of a 

recording, and different combinations (with different parameter settings) may be 

necessary within periods of only seconds. 
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Figure 2.5 a-b Screen layout of Moby Click 1.0B. Figure 2.5a shows an eight 
second segment of recording containing eight obvious sperm whale 
clicks. In clear cases like this, detection rules are of little use as true 
signals can be effectively determined by eye. Figure 2.5b shows an 
eight second segment of recording containing background whale 
vocalisations and noise, as well as the target whale (target whale 
clicks are shaded). When determining true signals from background 
noise, detection rules are very helpful. 
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Often real signals were obvious to the eye and ear but not loud enough to pass 

Moby Click's six dB threshold, so hence not saved as a sperm whale click. When 

this occurred, this segment of the recording was labelled "whale too faint". Sperm 

whale buzzes were never loud enough to pass Moby Click's six dB threshold, 

although they could often be visually and aurally identified, and thus were not 

analysed in this study. Amendment of incorrectly saved signals was involved and 

time-consuming. 

Moby Click creates three result files containing information about each click saved, 

the rules used in click detection, and any remarks entered during analysis. When 

the entire recording was analysed these three data files were transformed from 

binary to ASCII format and transferred to Excel spreadsheets. 

The data of most interest (to this study) are inter-click intervals (ICls). Inter-click 

interval is the time between successive clicks (Figure 2.6). An instantaneous click 

rate (core information needed for acoustic censusing using click counting, see 

Chapter 1; section 1.3.2), can be simply calculated by taking the reciprocal of any 

ICI. 

0 Plotting Frames N!! 157 - 284 ( 128 Frames ) 

Sperm whale click #1 

i ~ 
continues to 

ICI next line 

,, .._ .. .. " 

T1 = 0.35 secs 

Sperm whale click #2 

ICI ..... ~ -" - .. " ....... --

T2 = 1.37 secs \ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
Each shaded line Six dB threshold 

"" one second of data 

Figure 2.6 Diagram showing an inter-click interval (ICI}; time between subsequent 
sperm whale regular clicks. ICI = T2 - T1 = 1.37 - 0.35 = 1.02 seconds. 
Click rate= 1/1.02 = 0.98 clicks per second. 
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2. 2. 2 Automatic Analysis 

The purpose of automatic analysis is to detect and save data on fill sperm whale 

clicks during a recording using the optimum minimum pulse width and maximum IPI 

detection parameter settings determined from interactive analyses. Although much 

faster (automatic analysis of 27 minutes of recording may take about one hour), 

Moby Click cannot distinguish between true signal and noise (Jake, 1996). 

Therefore any signal that passes the six dB threshold is counted as a sperm whale 

click. This is acceptable if the recording being analysed is of high SNR, but can 

cause considerable problems if not. 

To use Moby Click 1.0B automatically, much calibration data are needed to estimate 

the percentage of real and false clicks detected using different detection parameter 

settings and using recordings of different quality. Also, calibration data for automatic 

analyses must be from recordings containing only one vocalising whale. These 

recordings are incredibly difficult to obtain, and therefore there are few in the 

database at present. As this automatic analysis calibration data is beyond the scope 

of this study, no automatic analyses have been completed. 
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Chapter 3: Regular Click Rate of Sperm Whales 

3.1 Introduction 

Most research into sperm whale vocal behaviour has involved nursery groups of 

females and their offspring (for example, Watkins et al., 1985; Weilgart & 

Whitehead, 1988; Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). Only a few studies have focussed 

on male sperm whales (Mullins et al., 1988; Goold & Jones, 1995). Likewise, of the 

acoustic censusing methods mentioned in section 1.3, the click counting method 

has received the least attention. This is despite the apparent suitability of sperm 

whales to this method (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990; Gordon, 1996). 

This chapter investigates regular click rates of subadult male sperm whales at 

Kaikoura in reference to the click counting method1. The main aim of this chapter is 

to determine whether or not it is appropriate to census sperm whales at Kaikoura 

using an overall mean click rate. For this, knowing if, or how click rate varies during 

different sections of dives, and within and among dives of individual whales is 

essential. 

Previous studies of click rates have been subject to the following constraints: 

(a) Only one or a few individuals were recorded (for example, Mullins et al., 1988; 

Jake, 1996), 

(b) individual identity was not known (for example, Watkins et al., 1985; Goold, 

1999), 

(c) small parts of the dive cycle were recorded, and there was no knowledge of 

which part of the dive cycle was recorded (for example, Whitehead & Weilgart, 

1990), and 

( d) whales were not recorded multiple times (for example, Watkins, 1980; Weilgart 

& Whitehead, 1988). 

Hence, the robustness of these studies is questionable. In this study, click rates 

were analysed over entire dive cycles (or as close as possible) from three dives 

each, of three photographically identified individuals. This is the most 

comprehensive study of sperm whale click rates to date. 

1 Since the click counting method involves the use of regular clicks only (see Chapter 1; section 
1.3.2), unless otherwise stated, subsequent reference to click rate refers to regular click rate. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Calculation of Click Rate 

Three dive cycle recordings from each of three different whales - nine recordings 

in all - were chosen for click rate analysis (Table 3.1 ). These recordings were 

made during the June-July 1996, November 1996-January 1997, and June-July 

1997 field seasons. All recordings were made using a Digital Audio Tape (DAT) 

recording system (see Chapter 2; section 2.1 for a full description). Selection criteria 

for these recordings were; 

1 . The identity of the whale in each recording must be known, 

2. at least three recordings must be available for analysis for each whale, 

3. whole dive cycle recordings are preferred, and 

4. recordings should be of a high signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

Recording quality was determined using the four divisions of the recording level 

indicator on the DAT recorder. A SNR of 50 to 60 dB was labelled excellent (ex), 24 

to 30 dB was labelled very good (vg), 8 to 12 dB was labelled good (g), and 4 to 6 

dB was labelled faint (f). 

Although the database of sperm whale recordings is extensive, the above criteria 

proved difficult to satisfy fully. To retain statistical power, criteria 1 and 2 were 

requisite. Thirty-one whales met both of these criteria, but only four of these had 

recordings of whole dive cycles and/or of high SNR. To fulfil the first two criteria, 

criteria 3 and 4 were compromised in two cases. On one occasion a half dive cycle 

recording was chosen, and on the other, a recording of lower quality was used 

(Table 3.1 ). Also, in four of the nine dive cycle recordings, between 1.5 to 4.5 

minutes of the start of the dive cycle were not recorded. In all cases, the recordings 

used were considered the best that met the criteria. 

Each recording was filtered and digitised using high- and low-pass filters, and a 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV computer with a Mac DSP signal processing board. Click 

counting was done using Moby Click 1.0B software running on the Quadra (see 

Chapter 2 for details). Detailed transcriptions were made about timing of sperm 

whale vocalisations and background noise. Faint clicks were often not clear on 

Moby Click's visual display. The current version of Moby Click cannot reliably replay 

sounds, so in faint parts of the recordings the detailed transcripts were very helpful. 
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Table 3.1: Details of the nine sperm whale dive cycle recordings analysed in this chapter. I~ 
(D ..... 

Whale ID Dive Cycle Date Season *Duration of Lat/Long of Lat/Long of Recording Notes u) 

Number Recording Dive Surfacing Quality I 
min:sec) 0 

c5· 
HR110 #1 27/06/96 Winter 36:32 42 35.95 S 42 36.09 S Very Good Ii 173 42.39 E 173 42.32 E 

.-+ 
(D 

HR110 #2 02/12/96 Summer 29:19 42 32.17 S 42 31.30 S Very Good 
11 173 44.07 E 173 42.85 E s:: 

(D 

HR110 #3 20/12/96 Summer 18:22 42 31.14 S did not see Good- recording I! 173 45.16 E surface Very Good terminated, 
whale too faint 

NN80 #1 14/11/96 Summer 40:52 42 29.26 S 42 29.47 S Good- dusky dolphin 
173 36.17 E 173 36.04 E Very Good sounds 

NN80 #2 12/12/96 Summer 44:09 42 28.83 S 42 28.39 S Good- Whale Watch 
173 38.14 E 173 37.15 E Reasonably boat noise 

Good 
NN80 #3 16/12/96 Summer 30:39 42 29.96 S 42 29.23 S Good Whale Watch 

173 38.74 E 173 38.78 E boat noise 

NN160 #1 11/06/97 Winter 41 :20 42 30.39 S 42 30.15 S Very Good Whale Watch 
173 36.26 E 173 36.66 E boat noise 

NN160 #2 11/06/97 Winter 40:50 42 30.14 S 42 30.11 S Very Good Whale Watch 
173 35.82 E 173 35.73 E boat noise 

NN160 #3 14/06/97 Winter 36:01 42 29.46 S 42 29.61 S Good- Whale Watch 
173 35.11 E 173 35.10 E Very Good boat noise 

* Note: times are from when each whale dived (or when recording started after the whale dived) until it resurfaced. 
'I\) 

-...J 
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Inter-click intervals (ICls) were compiled from the Moby Click result files. Click rates 

(the reciprocal of ICls), were plotted, and maximum, minimum, and mean click rates 

calculated for all dives. An overall mean click rate was calculated for each whale 

from the mean click rates of its three dives. Note that clicks are considered to be 

regular clicks if they are produced at a rate of 1 O clicks s-1 or less. 

3.2.2 Variation in Regular Click Rate 

Each dive was divided into five minute sections (0:00-4:59, 5:00-9:59, and so on) 

and a mean click rate calculated (from the reciprocal value of each ICI) for each 

section. The three dives of each whale were compared graphically, and one mean 

click rate was calculated for each five minute section from the three means of that 

section. An overall mean and 95% confidence interval was calculated for each five 

minute section for each whale. Mean click rates of entire dive cycles were 

compared using ANOV A. 

3.2.3 Initial Click Rate and Water Depth 

Since Gordon (1987a) reported hearing sperm whale clicks echoing off the 

seafloor, it is possible that a sperm whale may use at least the first few clicks of its 

dive to determine the distance to the seafloor beneath it. 

Mean click rates during the first ten seconds of all recordings from Kaikoura that 

captured the very start of sperm whale dives (n = 18) were used to determine if a 

correlation between initial mean click rate and water depth exists2. The water depth 

at the location of each dive was determined and regressed against mean click rate. 

In investigating the relationship between mean click rate and water depth, I 

assumed that each whale waits for the return of the previous clicks' echo before 

producing the next click. This seems a fair assumption as, even at high click rates, 

most odontocetes behave this way (Au, 1993). 

In some areas, sperm whales have been noted to feed on or near the seafloor 

(Whitehead et al., 1992) and descend almost vertically during at least the first four 

minutes of dives (Mullins et al., 1988; Papastavrou et al., 1989). Assuming that 

sperm whales at Kaikoura behave similarly, and supposing that regular clicks are a 

form of directional (M0hl et al., 2000), long-range echolocation (Mullins et al., 1988; 

Dawson et al., 1996), it seems likely that sperm whales echolocate on the 

bathymetrical feature - probably the sea floor - beneath them during the first few 

2 Means were used because Au (1993) determined that Atlantic bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops 
truncatus, did not produce a constant click rate on an object at a constant range. 
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minutes of their dives. If this is so, a gradually increasing click rate, proportional to 

the descent rate of the whale, should be evident during initial dive stages. 

To determine if click rate increased with time, click rates during the first five minutes 

of dives were plotted. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Click Rate 

Figures 3.1 a-i show regular click rate over time for the nine dive cycles analysed in 

this chapter. Other acoustic behaviour during each dive cycle is annotated on the x 

axis of each graph. In some cases - such as around 25 minutes in Figure 3.1 b -

the whale was too faint (w) to be analysed using Moby Click but aurally it was clear 

when the whale was silent (s) or buzzing (b). For a detailed description of each dive 

cycle see Appendix A. 

All recordings contained noise, which may have included: noise from Whale Watch 

or fishing vessels, hydrophone cable noise due to wind or water splash or the cable 

knocking against the boat, cable strumming, electrical faults, noise from waves on 

the nearby beach, and dolphin vocalisations. Only once during analysis did noise 

obscure vocalisations of the target whale (see Figure 3.1 g). 

Although recording quality was generally good, all recordings except dive #1 of 

NN 160 (Figure 3.1 g) contained sections in which clicks from the target whale were 

too faint to analyse using Moby Click. Often, clicks that were faint but still audible to 

the human ear could not be analysed using Moby Click. Background whales were 

heard in all recordings except dives #2 and #3 of NN80 (Figures 3.1 e & 3.1 f), and 

were sometimes louder than the target whale. Despite this, clicks of the target whale 

could always be identified - although this involved a lot of effort. 

Though the noise level did not appear greater in the recordings containing only one 

vocalising whale (Figures 3.1 e & 3.1 f) these recordings contained many sections in 

which NN80 was too faint for analysis using Moby Click. It is possible that the 

quietness of NN801s vocalisations were the cause of the large number of sections 

that could not be analysed, and not the level of noise. 

Click rates were generally between 1-1.5 clicks s-1, although there was variation 

within dive cycles. Click rates appeared to vary more in some dive cycles than 

others (for example, Figures 3.1 d & 3.1f). A trend of increasing click rate during the 

first ten minutes of the dive, and decreasing click rate during the last ten minutes 

was evident in some dives (for example, Figure 3.1 d). 
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Figure 3.1 h Variation in regular click rate during dive cycle #2 for whale NN160. 
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A pattern of increasing click rate before a whale buzzed, and decreasing click rate 

before a whale was silent (Figure 3.2) was seen in all dives, although not for all 

buzzes or silences. 

Between 757 and 2172 clicks per dive were able to be analysed using Moby Click 

{Table 3.2). Of these, the slowest and fastest rates were 0.193 and 7.194 clicks s·1 

respectively. The mean click rate of each of these nine dives ranged from 0.967 

clicks s-1 to 1.603 clicks s-1 {Table 3.2). HR11 O had the highest mean click rate of 

1.377 clicks s-1 (± 0.238 95% Cl), for its three dives, and NN160 had the lowest at 

1.121 clicks s-1 {± 0.337 95% Cl; Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2 Summary statistics for mean regular click rate (s-1) for each of the nine dive cycle recordings analysed in this chapter. 

Whale ID Mean Click Rate CV Minimum Click Maximum Click Sample Size (n) 
(s-1) Rate (s-1) Rate 

HR110 #1 1.450 18.9% 0.672 2.681 2157 
HR110 #2 1.412 23.3% 0.605 3.460 1498 
HR110#3 1.268 27.2% 0.193 2.625 992 
*Mean click rate for HR11 O = 1.377 clicks s-1 ± 0.238 (95% Cl) 
NN80 #1 1.603 31.2% 0.554 7.194 2172 
NN80 #2 1.290 26.3% 0.450 2.571 757 
NN80 #3 1.063 17.6% 0.588 1.931 1345 
*Mean click rate for NN80 = 1.319 clicks s-1 ± 0.674 (95% Cl) 
NN160 #1 0.967 24.5% 0.541 2.392 1275 
NN160 #2 1.172 37.6% 0.607 4.098 1790 
NN160 #3 1.223 42.0% 0.368 3.155 1742 
*Mean click rate for NN160 = 1.121 clicks s-1 ± 0.337 (95% Cl) Total n = 13728 

* Calculated from the three dive means of each individual. 
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3.3.2 Variation in Regular Click Rate 

The nine dive cycles show that although relatively stable, there can be considerable 

variation in click rate (Figures 3.1 a-i). A trend of increasing click rate during the first, 

and decreasing click rate during the last 5-1 O minutes of dives was evident in some 

recordings (for example, Figure 3.1 d). To see these data more clearly, the nine 

dives were divided into five minute sections and a mean calculated for each section 

(Figures 3.3 a-c). 

Apart from increasing click rate between the first and second five minute sections in 

eight of the nine dive cycles, the most obvious aspect of Figures 3.3 a-c is that 

individual whales perform dives with completely different click rates and click rate 

patterns. Some dives have quite stable click rates, while others vary considerably 

- for example dives one and three of NN80 (Figure 3.3b). Click rate decreased 

between the second-to-last and the last five minute sections in 50% of the dives. 

The middle sections of all nine dives appear to be without pattern. 

The three means calculated for each five minute section of each of the whale's dive 

cycles were pooled, and a new mean and 95% confidence interval calculated. 

These results were plotted against time through dive (Figure 3.4). A mean and 95% 

confidence interval could not be calculated for HR11 O at 30-35 and 35-40 minute 

sections as only one of the three dives was this long. 

The trend in click rate is generally similar among these three whales, although 

variation increases during the last half of dives (Figure 3.4). There is no evidence of 

a significant difference (at the 95% level) in mean click rate among the three 

whales, within any of the five minute sections. However, mean click rate can vary 

substantially within the same five minute section among different dives of the same 

individual. There is no evidence that any of the five minute sections have a 

significantly different mean click rate than the others (at the 95% level). Therefore, 

even though there seems to be an increase in mean click rate at the beginning of 

most dives analysed in this chapter (see Figures 3.3 a-c), this is not statistically 

significant. 

There was no evidence of a significant difference in mean click rate among the 

three whales (ANOVA, p = 0.28, df = 8). Thus, assuming they are a representative 

sample, it is feasible to use one overall mean click rate to census sperm whales 

acoustically at Kaikoura. This click rate - calculated from the nine dive cycle 

means - is 1.272 clicks s-1 (± 0.029 95% Cl). 
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3.3.3 Initial Click Rate and Water Depth 

Sperm whales may use the first few regular clicks during dives to determine the 

distance to the bathymetrical feature beneath them. To see if a relationship between 

water depth at dive location and initial click rate exists, a regression of mean click 

rate during the first ten seconds of vocal activity on the corresponding water depth 

at dive location was performed (Figure 3.5)3. Residual values of mean click rates 

were distributed normally. 

There is a significant, though noisy correlation between mean click rate during the 

first ten seconds of vocalisations and water depth at dive location (r2 = 0.474, p = 
0.002; Figure 3.5). 

1.4 
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• 
* • a: 
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0.6 y = -0.0004x + 1.2860 
r2 = 0.4738 • 
p = 0.0021 • 

0.4 
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Water Depth (metres) 

Figure 3.5 Regression of mean click rate during the first ten seconds of vocal 
activity on the depth of water at dive location (n = 18; 1 O individuals). 

To see if there was a relationship between click rate and water depth during the first 

five minutes of dives, the water depth at dive locations of the nine dive cycles 

analysed earlier in this chapter was established using the Pegasus Coastal Series 

chart (Herzer & Carter, 1983; Figure 3.6; Table 3.3). 

Regular click rate during the first five minutes of the nine dive cycles is shown in 

Figures 3.7 a-i. Four of the nine dive cycles have between 1.45 and 4.6 minutes of 

data missing from the beginning of the recording. 

3 This regression was performed on all eligible recordings collected from Kaikoura, hence the sample 
size of 18 instead of nine recordings (which have been used in all other analyses in this chapter). 
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Figure 3.6 Study area and dive positions of the nine dive cycles analysed in this 
chapter. 

Table 3.3 Water depth at dive locations of the nine dives analysed in this study. 

Whale ID and Dive Number 
HR110#1 
HR110 #2 
HR110 #3 
NN80 #1 
NN80 #2 
NN80 #3 
NN160 #1 
NN160 #2 
NN160 #3 

Water Depth at Dive Location 
1150 m 
1100 m 
750 m 
750 m 
850 m 
1000 m 
800 m 
350 m 
400 m 
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With the possible exception of NN80 #2 (Figure 3.7e), none of the nine dives exhibit 

a gradually increasing click rate during the first five minutes. The dives show either 

a variable click rate, or a relatively stable click rate that is not increasing. These data 

suggest that even though there is a correlation between mean click rate during the 

first ten seconds of a dive and water depth at the dive location, these sperm whales 

are not consistently echolocating on the same bathymetrical feature during the first 

five minutes of their dives. 
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Figure 3.7 d-f Regular click rate during the first five minutes of the three dives of 
NN80. Since recording was started after the whale dived, dives one 
and three are missing the first 2.8 and 1.45 minutes of acoustic data 
respectively. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Initial Click Rate and Water Depth 

Water depth has some effect on initial mean click rate during sperm whale dives at 

Kaikoura (Figure 3.5). However, this correlation is for the first ten seconds of 

vocalisations (a very small proportion of the whole dive) and is thus not likely to be 

influential over a larger portion of a dive cycle. 

Weak evidence of a gradually increasing click rate (which may indicate consistent 

echolocation off the seafloor beneath the whale), was found during the first five 

minutes of one dive analysed in this study (see Figure 3.7e). Since the distribution 

of their prey will vary, the idea that sperm whales do not swim directly to the sea 

floor (and therefore do not click exclusively on the seafloor) before beginning their 

search for food seems sensible. Jaquet et al. (in press) found only a weak 

correlation between dive duration and water depth at Kaikoura which they suggest 

may indicate that these whales do not routinely dive to the seafloor. A more likely 

scenario may be that sperm whales search their environment in general, then 

"investigate" areas more likely to contain prey. 

These results are positive for the click counting method since they indicate that at 

least during the first five minutes of dives (when it seems possible that sperm 

whales are gaining information about their environment), the depth of water a 

sperm whale is diving in is probably irrelevant. This is especially important at 

Kaikoura since sperm whales are concentrated more in deeper waters during 

summer than winter (Jaquet et al., in press). There is no evidence of a significant 

difference in mean click rate during summer and winter in the present study 

(ANOVA, p = 0.38, df = 8). 

3.4.2 Range and Variation of Click Rate 

Many other studies have reported on sperm whale click rate (Table 3.4). These 

studies fall into two obvious categories; those studies that appear to be descriptive 

or "anecdotal" (giving no data other than median or range for click rate), and those 

that are more detailed (including information about sampling methods, sample size, 

variance associated with means, and so on). Only three studies fall into the latter 

category (results of these are shown, along with the present study, in bold in Table 

3.4). 



Table 3.4 Previous research of sperm whale click rate, and results of the present study. 

0 
Number/Sex of Whales Number of Clicks Click Rate per second Author(s) ::::r 

m 
Analysed Analysed (s-1) Location "O ..... 

CD 
9 subadult males 13,728 clicks 1.272 clicks s-1 c1 = 0.0029 This study .... 

w 
9 dive cycles (range 0.193 - 7.194 clicks s·1) Kaikoura I 6 males 2-5 clicks s-1 Goold (1999) 0 

presumed subadult (range) Orkney Islands, Scotland o· 
1 subadult male 2203 1.25 clicks s-1 Jake (1996) '?\" 

1 dive cycle Cl= 0.014 Kaikoura, New Zealand JJ 
m 

5 males 4586 males = 1.171 clicks s-1 
..... 
CD 

Cl= 0.009 Goold & Jones (1995) I 
4 females 3954 females = 1.946 clicks s-1 Azores 0 

Cl= 0.015 u5· 
0 

5+ subadult males 165 encounters 1-2 clicks s-1 Gordon et al. ( 1992) C 
en 

(range) Kaikoura, New Zealand en o· 
9 females or young 1322 sessions (1985) = 1.969 clicks s-1 Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) 

::l 

(1987) = 1.828 clicks s-1 Galapagos Islands 
(medians) 

2 males 18 1.042 clicks s-1 Mullins, Whitehead & Weilgart 
presumed subadult Cl= 0.069 

20 1.450 clicks s-1 (1988) 
Cl= 0.083 Scotian Shelf, Nova Scotia 

9 females or young 1397 1.961 clicks s-1 Weilgart & Whitehead (1988) 
(9 recording sessions) (median) Galapagos Islands 

groups of females/young information not provided 1-3 clicks s-1 Watkins, Moore & Tyack 
number of whales not stated (range) (1985) 

S.E. Caribbean 
information not provided information not provided -r.s-3 clicks s-1 Watkins (1980) 

(range) location not specified 
information not provided information not provided 1-2 clicks s-1 Watkins (1977) 

(range) location not specified 
information not provided 13 trains 0.8 - 40 clicks s-1 Backus & Schevill (1966) 

(range) location not specified 
information not provided information not provided 2-5 clicks s-1 Worthington & Schevill (1957) I~ (range) North Carolina Coast 
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Results from the present study clearly show that click rate varies during dive cycles 

(Figures 3. 1 a-i). The upper limit of the only study with a wider range for click rate 

(Table 3.4) is too fast to represent regular clicking, and is more likely to be a buzz 

(refer Gordon, 1987a). 

The range of click rates calculated in the present study may be wider than almost all 

others due to its greater sample size and the analysis of click rates over entire dive 

cycles (Table 3.4). Of those studies that mention range, only Gordon et al. (1992) 

state specifics of how click rate was calculated. None give a clear indication of the 

number of clicks analysed. 

Since click rate can vary considerably during dives, it is doubtful that ranges based 

on analysis of short recording sections (and thus small sample sizes) are 

representative of click rate over a whole dive cycle. Additionally, the lack of 

information about analysis method and sample size in some studies suggests that 

click rates reported were rather less than rigorously measured, if measured at all. 

Similar to the findings of Gordon (1987a), Gordon et al. (1992), and Goold & Jones 

(1995), click rate in the present study generally increased before a buzz (Figure 

3.2). If buzzing represents the final stage of a feeding event, when a whale is 

homing in on its prey, then increases in click rate preceding a buzz may be 

expected (Gordon et al., 1992). Thus, determining click rate from recordings 

selected to contain no vocalisation types other than regular clicks (for example, 

Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990) may underestimate the range of click rates and hence 

bias results. 

The present study showed some evidence of click rate decreasing before a period 

of silence. Silence during sperm whale dives is well documented (for example, 

Watkins, 1980; Gordon, 1987a; Mullins et al., 1988) but, decreasing click rate prior 

to silence has not previously been noted. There has been no explanation for 

silences during sperm whale dives. Decreasing click rate before a silence may 

indicate a decreasing need for information about the environment, until the whale is 

actually silent - when it obviously receives no active echolocation information at 

all. At Kaikoura these silences are usually short (12 seconds, n = , 255, cv = 0.07; 

Slooten et al., submitted). Silences may also indicate a time in which the whale is 

gathering acoustic information passively, by merely listening. Silences after buzzes 

may represent eating of prey items. 
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Goold and Jones (1995) found that click rates of male and female sperm whales off 

the Azores began between 0.5 and 1 clicks s-1 and increased gradually over the 

first 2-4 minutes of vocalisations. It was not stated whether the first 2-4 minutes were 

significantly different from the rest of the dive. However, Goold & Jones omitted the 

first four minutes of clicking from their calculations to compute what they termed a 

"mean equilibrium click rate". Excluding the first four minutes of vocalisations is 

inappropriate if the click rate is to be used for abundance estimation using the click 

counting method, because there is equal probability of recording any part of a 

whale's dive (see Chapter 5; Figure 5.1 ). 

All but one dive analysed in the present study began with a click rate greater than 

1.0 clicks s-1. Although there appeared to be a pattern of increasing mean click rate 

from the first to the second five minute section of dives in the present study (Figures 

3.3 a-c), this difference was not significant (Figure 3.4). The occurrence of buzzing 

in the second five minute section of dives, but not in the first may explain this 

increase in mean click rate. Assuming that buzzing represents feeding attempts, the 

slight increase in click rate during the second five minute section may be related to 

food availability. It follows that a much higher mean click rate in the second five 

minute section of a dive (or later) may represent greater feeding effort. Goold & 

Jones (1995) also showed two dive cycles in which buzzing only occurred after the 

first five minutes. 

Gordon et al. (1992) showed that mean click rate of subadult male sperm whales off 

Kaikoura generally increased during the first eight minutes, and decreased during 

the last 10-15 minutes of dives. No variance estimates were given for these data, so 

it is impossible to state whether these differences were significant. There was no 

evidence of a significant decrease in mean click rate from the second-to-last to the 

last five minute section of dives in the present study (Figure 3.4). 

Individual whales may perform dives with completely different click rates and click 

rate patterns (Figures 3.3 a-c). It is possible that during the start and end of dives 

sperm whales may echolocate to navigate and gain a "picture" of their environment 

(that is, at the start of dives - look for areas that may contain prey, and at the end of 

dives - the distance to the water surface). It seems most likely that the middle 

section of the dive is spent in search of prey (the presence of buzzes may support 

this), which is presumably distributed unevenly. The act of searching for prey and 

the bathymetry of the area may cause the variability seen in click rates during the 

middle of dives. 
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Contrary to the variability found in the present study, Goold & Jones (1995) 

determined that after about four minutes, click rate during dives tended to oscillate 

around an equilibrium level. This was especially clear for the two mature male 

sperm whales for which Goold & Jones presented data. The apparent difference 

between click rate pattern found by Goold & Jones and in the present study (Figures 

3.1 a-i) may be an artefact of data processing since Goold & Jones applied a ten

point moving average to smooth their data and enhance visual clarity. 

It seems puzzling that click rate rises and falls by around 0.5 clicks s-1 (equivalent to 

about 375 metres resolution4) over periods of about 15 seconds (see Figures 3.7 

a-i). If click echoes must be processed before the next click is emitted, there must be 

a close match between ICI and target distance. This close match is seen in almost 

all animals known to use sonar (Au, 1993). An incidental effect of this, known as 

"range gating", is that each ICI is suitable only for detecting targets over a narrow 

range of distances (Dawson, 1994). By varying ICI, the whales might be shifting the 

"point of focus" of their sonar to search over a wider range. 

There was no evidence of a significant difference in mean click rate among the 

three whales within any of the five minute dive sections (Figure 3.4). These results 

are favourable for the click counting method because they indicate that - at least in 

Kaikoura - it is irrelevant whether a recording captures vocalisations during the 

start, middle, or end of a dive. For click counting, mean click rates from different dive 

sections should not vary significantly from each other, or differ significantly among 

individual whales. Therefore, at Kaikoura, these two factors should not affect a 

resulting abundance estimation. 

3.4.3 Overall Mean Click Rate 
There was no evidence of a significant difference between mean click rates of the 

nine dives analysed in the present study, thus sperm whales at Kaikoura can be 

censused acoustically using one overall mean click rate. This overall mean click 

rate is 1.272 clicks s-1 (± 0.029 95% Cl). 

Overall mean click rates from studies conducted on two subadult male sperm 

whales off Nova Scotia (Mullins et al., 1988), four mature males, one subadult male 

and four female sperm whales off the Azores (Goold & Jones, 1995), and one 

subadult male off Kaikoura (Jake, 1996), as well as that calculated for the present 

study are presented in Figure 3.8. 

4 If the speed of sound in water is about 1500 m s·1, in half a second, sound would travel 750 m. The 
two-way distance for sound to travel (from source to target and back) in half a second is thus, 375 m. 
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Overall mean click rates, except those of the present study and Jake (1996), are 

significantly different from each other, and female sperm whales have a significantly 

higher mean click rate than males (Figure 3.8). It is not surprising that the overall 

mean click rate from the present study and Jake (1996) do not differ significantly 

since the present study has already shown that mean click rate of individual whales 

at Kaikoura should not do so. 

Goold & Jones (1995) found no significant difference in mean click rate among 

three of the four mature male sperm whales they studied in the Azores. However, all 

four females in Goold & Jones' study had significantly different mean click rates, 

and significantly higher rates than all males. Other studies on female sperm whales 

also tend to show higher click rates (for example, Watkins et al., 1985; Weilgart & 

Whitehead, 1988; Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990; Table 3.4). 

A trend of increasing mean click rate from mature males, to subadult males, to 

female sperm whales was proposed by Goold & Jones (1995). At 1.272 clicks s-1, 

the overall mean click rate calculated for subadult males off Kaikoura fits this trend 

(Figure 3.8). However, one subadult male studied by Mullins et al. (1988) had a 

lower click rate than the average click rate calculated for five mature males by 

Goold and Jones (1995; Figure 3.8). This may be because either the trend is not 

valid, or the click rate Mullins et al. calculated was biased by the small sample size 

(n = 18 clicks) they used. 

Findings and conclusions in the present study are generally drawn from small 

sample sizes and should be viewed with caution. Click rate variation and mean 

click rates determined for the nine dives in the present study should be accurate 

since they were calculated from 757 to 2172 clicks each. Conclusions regarding 

differences in click rate patterns of individual whales were determined from three 

dives each of three whales, and the overall mean click rate was calculated from 

nine means. It may be that these sample sizes are too small to detect real trends 

and differences. Nevertheless, this study represents a major improvement on all 

other published click rate studies to date. 

Although nine dive cycles seems a small sample size, the difficulty in gaining more 

recordings, and the time involved in analysing them, is substantial. A break-down of 

the time involved in each step of this process is given in Table 3.5. Given perfect 

field conditions, it takes about 37 hours of work to make and analyse one recording 

- about 333 hours for all nine recordings analysed in this study. 
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Table 3.5 Estimation of the time taken to perform each task involved in making 
and analysing dive cycle recordings at Kaikoura. 

Task 

Making recording 

Transcribing recording 

Digitising recording using 
Mobt Click 

Interactive analysis of 
recording using Moby Click 

Post-processing of data 

Total amount of time taken 
per recording 

Time Involved 

- 50 minutes 
(of a 5-10 hour 

boat day) 

- 100 minutes 

- 45 minutes 

- 24 hours 

- 10 hours 

- 37 hours 

Notes 

full dive cycle recordings of 
good quality are very difficult to 

make. Probably 3-4 per field 
season are made at Kaikoura. 

usually takes twice as long as 
the length of the recording, if the 

recording is straightforward. 

time involved is equivalent to 
the length of the recording. 

a maximum of 8 seconds of data 
can be analysed at a time. Faint 

recordings or recordings with 
background whales slow this 

process considerablt 
time consuming since it is 

necessary to combine a large 
amount of data from three 

different result files. 

Despite small sample sizes, differences between click rates of whales from different 

regions, age groups, and of different sexes (Figure 3.8) indicate that an overall 

mean click rate calculated from whales in a particular region or of a particular age 

group may not be accurate if used to estimate the abundance of whales in a 

different region, of a different age group, or of the opposite sex. Thus, it would be 

most appropriate to use the click rate calculated in the present study to census 

subadult male sperm whales off Kaikoura. However, this click rate could be used as 

a basis for censusing other sperm whale populations if some sort of 'correction 

factor' is applied. 

3.4.4 Other Sources of Variation in Click Rates 

Results of my study suggest that click rate may vary with regard to food availability, 

and that there is some relationship between water depth at dive location and initial 

click rate at Kaikoura. Sperm whale studies in different areas have indicated 

variation in relation to other factors. These may need to be considered if click 

counting is to be used on the sperm whales at Kaikoura and elsewhere. For 

example, Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) found that click rate of female and immature 

sperm whale groups around the Galapagos Islands changed with the number of 
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whales present and the behavioural state of groups. When a group was deep 

diving, click rate was about 2 clicks s-1, and when a group was socialising at the 

surface, no clicks were generally heard. Females and immatures spend 

substantially more time at the surface than males at Kaikoura (Weilgart, 1990; 

Jaquet et al., in press). Weilgart (1990) found that click rates of females and 

immatures off the Galapagos Islands varied with time of day also. Click rates were 

highest during the day when whales were feeding and/or showing directional 

coordination in movement, and were lower in the afternoon when whales were 

socialising. 

The male sperm whales at Kaikoura behave very differently from the nursery groups 

of females and immatures studied by Gordon (1987a), Weilgart (1990) and 

Whitehead & Weilgart (1990). Whales at Kaikoura very rarely show coordination of 

movement or socialise at the surface (pers. obs.). These differences in behaviours 

and associated differences in click rate need to be taken into account when 

estimating click rate for different whale populations. 

Mullins et al. (1988) and Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) proposed that differences in 

prey may affect acoustic behaviour. Different click rates and searching strategies 

when foraging for different prey, such as fast moving fish, or slow moving 

ammoniacal squid (Jaquet et al., in press) seem possible. 

3.4.5 Conclusions and Future Research 

Assuming an adequate sample size, results from my study show that mean click 

rates of individual sperm whales studied at Kaikoura do not differ significantly from 

each other, do not differ with season, and are probably not affected by water depth. 

The use of an overall mean click rate to acoustically census these whales, thus, 

seems appropriate. However, there are significant differences in mean click rate 

among sperm whales from different locations, of different age groups, and of 

different sexes. There are also differences in click rate within other sperm whale 

populations depending on group size, group behaviour, time of day, and possibly 

prey species. Therefore, if sperm whales are to be censused using the click 

counting method, these differences must be taken into account, and a mean click 

rate should be determined for each whale "population" in turn. 

Since the acoustic database is large, but only a few whales met the criteria for 

analysis, it is possible that the three whales analysed in the present study were 

louder than other whales and may therefore also behave differently in other ways. 

These whales may have been louder because of louder source levels of their 
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sounds (Gordon, 1987a), their vocalisations may have been oriented more towards 

the hydrophone (Watkins, 1980; M0hl et al., 2000), they may have been larger 

individuals (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990, hypothesise that larger males produce 

more powerful clicks due to having larger heads), or more likely, that they were 

closer to the hydrophone throughout their dives. The possibility that some whales 

may be easier to record than others needs to be considered when determining 

mean click rates and conducting acoustic censuses. This would be most easily 

done by conducting multiple censuses of the same area. 

Increasing the number of dives analysed in the present study would be beneficial. 

All recordings analysed in the present study were from the 1996-97 field seasons. 

Although dives were selected randomly and the overall mean click rate calculated 

from these dives does not differ significantly from the 1993 dive cycle analysed by 

Jake (1996), there is the slight possibility of bias. Analysing dive cycles from 

different years should counteract this. 

Future field work should concentrate on recording full dive cycles, during all times of 

day and night (there are no night-time data for Kaikoura), in as many different 

locations within the study area as possible. These data will help determine if there 

is a diurnal variation in click rate, and - if enough recordings are gathered -

should aid in determining any effect of dive location on click rate. 

Click rate at Kaikoura - and at other locations - is presumably affected by 

environmental variables. Further conclusions may be made when data on 

oceanographic conditions such as the depth of the thermocline and currents (which 

could be related to prey distribution), are gathered. Research into the 

oceanographic conditions off Kaikoura is now under way. 

The use of a three-dimensional hydrophone array (see Chapter 1; section 1.3.2) 

would allow sperm whales to be tracked (in 3-D) while underwater. Alternatively, 

Time-Depth Recorders (TDRs) and hydrophones could be attached to sperm 

whales. Conclusions regarding variation in click rate could be strengthened by 

allowing greater knowledge of whale behaviour with regard to surrounding 

bathymetry and whale position. Having a limited 'view' of sperm whale behaviour 

has only allowed me to compare initial mean click rate with water depth, and infer 

causes of variation. 

My study is the most detailed account of sperm whale click rates to date. Attempts 

were made to avoid (or reduce the effects of) the four main constraints of previous 

studies (see section 3.1) by analysing whole dive cycles to see how click rate varied 
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Chapter 4: The Percentage of Time Sperm Whales 
at Kaikoura Spend 'Not Regular 
Clicking' 

4.1 Introduction 

An overall mean click rate of sperm whales at Kaikoura was estimated in Chapter 3. 

By itself, this is insufficient to allow an estimate of absolute abundance via click 

counting. Two other parameters must be known: the percentage of time that whales 

are 'not regular clicking', and the range of the hydrophone. This chapter is an 

attempt to combine various types of data to reach a robust estimate of the 

percentage of time sperm whales are not producing regular clicks. 

Terminology used in this chapter is outlined below: 

• 'True silence' - time when a whale is not vocalising at all. 

• 'Not regular clicking' - a collective term for any vocal behaviour other than 

regular clicking: that is, buzzing, surface clicking, and/or 'true silence'. Only 

regular clicks are used to estimate abundance using the click counting method. 

• 'Phase" - sperm whale dives at Kaikoura have four distinct 'phases' (see 

Figure 4.1 ). 

• 'Section' - For analysis purposes, 'phase' #2 was divided into three dive 

'sections' (start, middle, and end) shown in Figure 4.2. 

Dives performed by sperm whales at Kaikoura are almost exclusively foraging dives 

(Gordon et al., 1992; Jaquet et al., in press). These dives have four main 'phases' 

(pers. obs.; Figure 4.1 ), these are: 

# 1 Directly after fluke-up, until the first regular click, 

#2 during the dive itself, from the first regular click until the last regular click, 

#3 near the end of the dive, from the last regular click until surfacing, and 

#4 while at the surface before diving again. 

Hereafter, these 'phases' are referred to by their numbers (for example, #4, Figure 

4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of a typical dive cycle - from fluke-up to fluke-up. This dive 
cycle is divided into four 'phases' (#1 to #4). 'Phases' are not to scale. 

By definition, sperm whales are 'truly silent' from fluke-up to first regular click (#1 ), 

and from last regular click to surfacing (#3). They are also usually 'truly silent' while 

at the water surface (#4). During 'phase' #2 (what we assume is the foraging part of 

the dive), sperm whales are 'truly silent' periodically. 

Jaquet et al. (in press) and Jaquet (unpublished data) have already measured the 

mean length of 'true silences' during 'phases' #1, #3, and #4, as well as the mean 

time from fluke-up to fluke-up of sperm whales at Kaikoura. During summer, these 

whales spend significantly more time diving (#1 to #3) and more time at the surface 

(#4) than in winter (Jaquet et al., in press). This result indicates that the percentage 

of time spent 'not regular clicking' probably differs between summer and winter and 

should be calculated separately. 

Since the amount of time sperm whales spend 'not regular clicking' during three of 

the four 'phases' is already known (Jaquet et al., in press; Jaquet, unpublished 

data), this chapter will focus on quantifying time spent 'not regular clicking' during 

the bulk of time sperm whales are underwater (that is, 'phase' #2). I will also attempt 

to determine whether this varies by individual and by season. 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 'Not Regular Clicking' While Diving ('Phase' #2) 

Ideally, the percentage of time a whale is 'not regular clicking' while under water 

would be determined from full dive cycle recordings. High-quality dive cycle 

recordings are very difficult to obtain (see Chapter 3). The recording vessel cannot 

move while recording, so it is pure luck if the boat drifts so as to stay close to the 

diving whale during the entire 40 or so minutes of the dive. Additionally, clicks from 

other whales frequently intrude, making it very difficult to tell whose clicks are 

whose. Since the number of good dive cycle recordings is limited, I divided dives 

into start 25%, middle 50%, and end 25% dive 'sections', based on the length of 

that dive from fluke-up to surfacing (Figure 4.2). Dividing dives this way allowed use 

of recordings that capture only parts of dives, thus increasing the number of 

recordings available for analysis. The percentage of time sperm whales were 'not 

regular clicking' was calculated separately for each dive 'section'. 

Dive from Fluke-Up to Surfacing 

#2 

last regular clic 

J#~ 
I-Start 25%--,i---- Middle 50%-----if--End 25%--l 

dive 'section' dive 'section' dive 'section' 

Figure 4.2 Diagram showing division of a dive (from fluke-up to surfacing) into 
three dive 'sections'. Dashed lines indicate the start 25%, middle 50%, 
and end 25% dive 'sections'. 'Phases' (that is, #1, #2, and #3) are not 
to scale. 

Selection criteria for recordings were: 

• Recordings must be more than ten minutes long, 

• the identity of the whale must be known, and 

• dive and surfacing times must be known for each recording. 

Fifty-one recordings met these criteria. Recordings were chosen for analysis using a 

random number table. Once chosen, field notes were used to determine if the 

recording was from the start, middle, or end 'section' of a dive. This process was 

repeated until ten recordings were allocated to each of the three dive 'sections'. 
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The amount of time sperm whales spent buzzing, surface clicking, and/or 'truly 

silent' was determined from transcriptions of one whale's vocalisations in each of 

the 30 recordings. The DAT recorder is accurate to the second, thus so were 

transcriptions. Uncertainty arising from a transcription was resolved by relistening to 

the original recording. 

To ascertain whether recordings were representative of sperm whale dives as a 

whole, this process was also completed for eight of the nine dives analysed in 

Chapter 3. Only eight dives could be analysed because the surface time of HR11 O 

#3 was not known (see Chapter 3; Table 3.1 ), thus the length of the dive could not 

be calculated. 

Differences in the percentage of time whales were buzzing, surface clicking, and/or 

'truly silent' during different dive 'sections' were established using ANOVA. 

ANOVAs included whale identity as a factor. These results were calculated for both 

the 30 randomly chosen recordings, and the eight recordings from Chapter 3. 

Percentages of time whales were buzzing, surface clicking, and/or 'truly silent' 

during the 30 randomly selected recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 

3 were compared using a two-sample t-test. Whether season and dive 'section' 

affected the percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' in the 30 

randomly selected recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 3 (combined) 

was determined using ANOVA. 

The mean percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' during 

summer and winter was calculated for the start, middle, and end dive 'sections' 

separately, and for all three dive 'sections' combined (that is, 'phase' #2). The 

overall seasonal percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' during 

an entire dive cycle (from fluke-up to fluke-up) was determined by combining 

information from Jaquet et al. (in press), Jaquet (unpublished data), and the present 

study. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 The Percentage of Time Whales Were Buzzing, Surface Clicking, 
and/or 'Truly Silent• 

The mean percentage of dive 'sections' analysed in the 30 randomly selected 

recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 3 ranged from 55% to 100% 

(Figure 4.3). A greater percentage of each dive 'section' was analysed in the eight 

recordings from Chapter 3 than in the 30 randomly selected recordings (Figure 4.3). 

This was because the recordings from Chapter 3 were mainly full dive cycles, 

resulting in almost entire dive 'sections' being recorded. This is particularly obvious 

for the middle dive 'section' of these recordings in which 100% was analysed in 

each case (Table 4.1 ). 
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Figure 4.3 The percentage of each dive 'section' analysed for the 30 randomly 
selected, and the eight recordings from Chapter 3. Note that Start (30) 
and Start (8) refer to the start dive 'section' of the 30 randomly selected 
recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 3 respectively. 

In general, the percentage of start dive 'sections' analysed was high (Figure 4.3; 

Table 4.1 ). This reflects the relative ease of making these recordings. Most 

variability in the percentage of this dive 'section' that could be analysed was due to 

not recording the first few minutes of dives on a few occasions. 
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Since many of the 30 randomly selected recordings did not continue for entire dive 

'sections', percentages of the middle dive 'section' that could be analysed varied 

considerably (Table 4.1 ). Sperm whale vocalisations are notably quieter during the 

middle of dives, which makes them difficult to record and often results in the 

termination of recordings. Despite this, 76% (± 24% - 95% Cl) of the middle dive 

'section' was analysed (Figure 4.3). In each case, 100% of all middle dive 'sections' 

in the eight recordings from Chapter 3 were analysed. 

Table 4.1 Ranges of the percentages of each dive 'section' analysed, and of 
different vocal behaviours during each dive 'section'. Data are from the 
30 randomly selected recordings and the eight recordings from 
Chapter 3. 

Range of Thirty Randomly Range of Eight Recordings 
Selected Recordings From Chapter 3 

Vocal Start 25% Middle 50% End 25% Start 25% Middle 50% End 25% 
Behaviour 

% Analysed 61.3 - 98.9 17.5 - 100 0 - 87.4 56.1 - 98.6 100 40.5 - 74.1 

% 'True 2.3 - 25.4 2.0 - 14.7 0 - 22.4 3.0 - 7.3 2.3-17.1 0 - 12.9 
Silence' 

% Buzz 0 - 9.4 0 - 22.2 0-19.8 0 - 23.6 3.6 - 25.7 0 - 44.6 

% Surface 0 0 
Clicks 

0 - 7.3 0 0 0 

% 'Not Reg 4 - 25.4 6.4 - 31.4 0 - 35.7 6.7 - 27.1 5.9 - 30.6 6.1 - 44.6 
Clicks' 

Note: values in table expressed as percentages of corresponding dive 'section'. 
% 'Not Reg Clicks' refers to 'not regular clicking' (that is, the sum of time sperm whales are 'truly silent', 
buzzing, and surface clicking). 

None of the end dive 'sections' of the eight recordings from Chapter 3 were missing 

sections of recording. Thus, the mean percentage of the end dive 'section' analysed 

was essentially 100%. Since they overlap, the 11 % of data missing from this dive 

'section' is attributable to 'phase' #3 (see Figure 4.2). In contrast, many of the end 

dive 'sections' from the 30 randomly selected recordings were missing parts of 

recording. This was mainly influenced by the difficulty in making recordings of the 

end of dives. 

On average, sperm whales spent less time 'truly silent' in all three dive 'sections' of 

the eight recordings from Chapter 3 than in the 30 randomly selected recordings 

(Figure 4.4). However, this difference was very small between the middle dive 

'sections' of these two data sets. The highest mean percentage of time spent 'truly 

silent' occurred during the start dive 'section' of the 30 randomly selected 

recordings (10.4%; Figure 4.4). This was only slightly higher than the 10% 
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calculated for the end dive 'section' of the same data set (Figure 4.4). The large 

variability associated with the end dive 'section' mean ( of the 30 randomly selected 

recordings) may be related to the large, and perhaps variable, percentage of this 

dive 'section' attributable to 'phase' #3 (see Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.4 The percentage of time sperm whales performed different vocal 
behaviours during each dive 'section' of the 30 randomly selected 
recordings, and the eight recordings from Chapter 3. Note that Start 
(30) and Start (8) refer to the start dive 'section' of the 30 randomly 
selected recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 3 
respectively. 'Not Reg Clicks' refers to 'not regular clicking'. 

Sperm whales spent much less time (on average) buzzing during the start and end 

dive 'sections' of the 30 randomly selected recordings than the eight recordings 

from Chapter 3 (Figure 4.4). During the middle dive 'sections', a similar mean 

amount of time was spent buzzing in these two data sets (12.1 % and 12.3% 

respectively). The increase in the mean percentage of time spent buzzing from the 

start to the middle dive 'sections' is expected if buzzing is considered to be close 

range echolocation, used during the closing phase of prey capture (see Chapter 1; 

section 1.2.3). At Kaikoura, buzzing is more likely to occur after the first five minutes 

of dives (see Chapter 3; section 3.4.2). 

Although not significant, the difference in the mean percentages of time sperm 

whales were buzzing during the start and end dive 'sections' of these two data sets 

are large. It is possible that the eight recordings give a more accurate estimation of 
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the percentage of time buzzing than the 30 randomly selected recordings because 

much more of the dive 'sections' were analysed (Figures 4.3 & 4.4). 

Surface clicks were only heard during the end dive 'section' in one of the 30 

randomly selected recordings (Figure 4.4)1. Other surface clicks were heard during 

this analysis, but they were confined to 'phase' #3 (see Figure 4.2). 

On average, sperm whales spent the lowest percentage of time 'not regular clicking' 

during the start dive 'section' in both the 30 randomly selected recordings and the 

eight recordings from Chapter 3 (Figure 4.4). The mean percentage of time sperm 

whales were 'not regular clicking' during the middle dive 'section' was similar 

between these two data sets (19.1 % and 18.5% respectively). In both cases, 

buzzing was the largest contributor to these dive 'sections' (- two-thirds of each 

total). 

4.3.2 The Effect of Dive 'Section' on Buzzing, Surface Clicking, and 
'True Silence' 

The percentage of time sperm whales buzzed and surface clicked during the 30 

randomly selected recordings varied significantly with both dive 'section' and whale 

identity (Table 4.2). However, there was no evidence that these two factors 

significantly affected the percentage of time sperm whales buzzed during the eight 

recordings from Chapter 3 (Table 4.2). 

If buzzing represents the closing phase of prey capture, significant variation 

indicates that sperm whales feed mainly in the middle 'section' of their dives. Since 

their prey (squid) are generally found at depths of several hundred metres 

(Kawakami, 1980), and it takes time to get there and back, this is a logical result. 

Sperm whales are often 'truly silent' for a few seconds after buzzing (Gordon, 

1987a; Dawson et al., 1996). At Kaikoura it is not possible to determine the length of 

this period of 'true silence' consistently, so buzzes and their following 'true silence' 

were combined. Although this does not have an effect on the percentage of time 

sperm whales are 'not regular clicking', it will tend to overestimate the percentage of 

time buzzing. These 'true silences' are usually only a few seconds long (pers. obs.), 

and so their effect should be minimal. 

Evidence of significant variation in when surface clicks are produced during dives 

supports personal observation that virtually all surface clicks are heard near the end 

of sperm whale dives. Also evident is that some whales buzz and surface click more 

1 'Phase' #2 ends and 'phase' #3 begins after the last regular click of a dive - see Figure 4.1. 
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than others, although this was only found in the data-set of the 30 randomly 

selected recordings (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 The significance of the effects of dive 'section' and whale identity on 
the percentage of time sperm whales performed different vocal 
behaviours. Data are from the 30 randomly selected recordings and 
the eight recordings from Chapter 3. 

Vocal Behaviour 

'True Silence' 

Buzz 

Surface Clicks 

'Not Regular 
Clicking' 

Thirty Randomly Selected 
Recordings 

Two-factor ANOVA 
(no interaction; df = 29) 

ID 
dive 'section' Category 

0.1834 0.3316 

0.0002* 

:s;0.0001 * 

0.1254 

0.0094* 

so.0001 * 

0.6601 

* Significant at the 95% level. 

Eight Recordings From 
Chapter 3 

Two-factor ANOVA 
(no interaction; df = 7) 

ID 
dive 'section' Category 

0.5314 0.4365 

0.6071 0.3834 

0.6240 0.5595 

Of main importance to the click counting method is the overall percentage of time 

sperm whales were 'not regular clicking'. There was no statistical evidence that the 

time sperm whales spent 'not regular clicking' varied significantly with dive 'section' 

or whale identity in either the 30 randomly selected recordings or the eight 

recordings analysed in Chapter 3 (Table 4.2). There was also no evidence of a 

significant difference in the percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular 

clicking' between the two data sets (Figure 4.5). 

To summarise, there was no significant variation in the mean percentage of time 

sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' with dive 'section', whale identity, or 

between the two data sets. This indicates that one sperm whale should be no more 

likely to be 'missed' by acoustic censusing than another, and the probability of 

detecting a whale should not change between the start, middle, and end dive 

'sections'. 
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Figure 4.5 Mean percentages of time sperm whales spent producing different 
vocal behaviours during the 30 randomly selected recordings and the 
eight recordings from Chapter 3. p-values are from a two-sample t-test 
comparing these two data sets. * is significant at the 95% level. ( 8 
dives from 3 individuals, and 30 dives from 16 individuals). 

4.3.3 Seasonal Percentage of Time Spent 'Not Regular Clicking' 

The percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' during summer 

and winter varied significantly2, though there was no evidence of a difference 

between dive 'sections' (two-factor ANOVA, p season = 0.0345 & p dive section = 

0.0960 respectively, df = 53)3. 

Sperm whales spent a greater percentage of time 'not regular clicking' in summer 

than winter in all dive 'sections' (Figure 4.6) Jaquet et al. (in press) found that sperm 

whales at Kaikoura dived significantly longer in summer than winter. So, sperm 

whales spend more time underwater, and regular click less in summer than in 

winter. 

2 For the 30 randomly selected recordings and the eight recordings from Chapter 3 combined. 
3 18 recordings were analysed for each dive section (start, middle, and end). Ten each from the 30 

randomly chosen recordings, and 8 each from the dive cycles of Chapter 3. Thus there are 53 
degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 4.6 Mean percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' 
during 'sections' of 'phase' #2, and for the whole of 'phase' #2 (that is, 
Overall) in summer and winter. Percentages were calculated by 
combining the 30 randomly selected recordings, and the eight 
recordings from Chapter 3. 

4.3.4 Previous Research into Time Spent 'Not Regular Clicking' 

Jaquet et al. (in press) found that during summer, sperm whales at Kaikoura spent a 

significantly greater amount of time diving (phase #1 to #3) and at the surface 

(phase #4} than in winter (Table 4.3; p = 0.008 & 0.0005 respectively}. The average 

time from fluke-up to fluke-up of sperm whales at Kaikoura was 53.2 minutes (cv 

19%} during summer and 47.5 minutes (cv 17%) during winter (Jaquet et al., in 

press). 

Table 4.3 Mean amount of time sperm whales at Kaikoura spent at the surface 
and diving (from Jaquet et al., in press). 

Time At Surface Time Diving 
(from fluke-up to surfacina) 

Season Mean CV n Mean CV n 

Summer 9.3 mins 23% 299 43.9 mins 22% 71 

Winter 8.8 mins 25% 193 38.7 mins 20% 71 

The mean time between fluke-up and the first regular click (that is, 'phase' #1) of 

sperm whales at Kaikoura was calculated as 24.9 seconds (SE= l.O, n = 373 dives 

from 51 different individuals; Jaquet, unpublished data). This time interval was not 

significantly different from the time intervals calculated for individual whales (t-test, 
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p = 0.478, df = 422). Jaquet also determined that, on average, sperm whales at 

Kaikoura produced the last regular click of a dive 4.38 minutes before surfacing (cv 

= 25%, n = 34; unpublished data). 

4.3.5 Overall Mean Percentage of Time Spent 'Not Regular Clicking' 

The mean percentage of time sperm whales at Kaikoura were 'not regular clicking' 

over a whole dive cycle was determined for both summer and winter using data 

from Jaquet et al. (in press), Jaquet (unpublished data), and the present study. 

Overall, sperm whales at Kaikoura were 'not regular clicking' during 40% (cv = 

19%) of entire dive cycles (from fluke-up to fluke-up) in summer and 38% (cv = 

25%) in winter (Table 4.4). The inverse of these values represents the percentage 

of time sperm whales were regular clicking. A diagrammatic representation of the 

lengths of 'phases' of a sperm whale dive is given in Figure 4. 7. 
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Table 4.4 The mean length of time and mean percentage of time sperm whales at Kaikoura spent 'not regular clicking' 
during different 'phases' of a dive cycle. 

Mean Length of Time Whales were 
'Not Regular Clicking' 

Dive 'Phase' Summer Winter 

#1 25.05 sec* 19.64 sec* (time after diving and before 
the first regular click) CV = 80% n = 362 CV= 52% n = 11 

#2 18.34%/39.1 min ** 13.49%/33.99 min ** 
(time while diving) 7.17 min 4.59 min 

CV=43% CV= 74% 

#3 4.38 min* 4.38 min* (time after the last regular 
click and before surfacing) CV=23% n = 25 CV= 32% n = 9 

#4 9.3 min*** 8.8 min*** (time while at the surface and 
before diving again) CV = 23% n = 299 CV = 25% n = 193 

Length of Dive 43.9 min*** 38.7 min*** 
(#1 to #3) CV=22% n = 71 CV=20% n =71 

Length of Dive Cycle 53.2 min*** 47.5 min*** 
<Fluke-uo to Fluke-up) 

Total% of time 'Not 
Regular Clicking' 
During a Dive Cycle 

Note: * from Jaquet (unpublished data), recalculated into summer and winter results. 
** from the present study. 
*** from Jaquet et al., (in press). 

'Not Regular Clicking' as a 
Percentage of an Entire Dive Cycle 

(Fluke-up to Fluke-up) 
Summer Winter 

25.05 sec/53.2 min 19.64 sec/47.5 min 
0.8% 0.7% 

CV=80% CV=52% 

7.17/53.2 min 4.59/47.5 min 
13.5% 9.7% 
CV=43% CV=74% 

4.38/53.2 min 4.38/47.5 min 
8.2% 9.2% 

CV=23% CV= 32% 

9.3/53.2 min 8.8/47.5 min 
17.5% 18.5% 
CV= 23% CV= 25% 

40% 38.1 o/o 
CV= 19% CV= 25% 
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Figure 4.7 The length of 'phases' during a sperm whale dive. Note, s = summer, w = winter, and numbers in brackets are cvs. 
Numbers without cvs are calculated from other numbers with cvs. * = data from Slooten et al. (submitted). 
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4.4 Discussion 

The production of vocalisations other than regular clicks by diving sperm whales is 

well documented (for example, Worthington & Schevill, 1957; Watkins, 1980; 

Weilgart & Whitehead, 1988; Papastavrou et al., 1989). However, only one other 

study has calculated the percentage of time spent 'not regular clicking' (Gordon, 

1987a). As acoustic censusing becomes more widely used, the importance of 

gathering data on the percentage of time sperm whales are not producing regular 

clicks increases. 

The present study determined the percentage of time sperm whales were 'not 

regular clicking' (this includes buzzes, surface clicks, and/or 'true silence'). Most 

similar research has investigated the percentage or amount of time sperm whales 

were 'truly silent' (for example, Gordon et al., 1992; Goold & Jones, 1995). For click 

counting, 'true silence' is less relevant than 'not regular clicking' because some 

vocalisations are often too faint to be recorded reliably (especially buzzes). In 

'phases' #1, #3, and #4 (Figure 4.1 ), the percentages of 'true silence' and 'not 

regular clicking' will be almost identical, because whales are usually 'truly silent' at 

these times. Differences will appear in 'phase' #2, due to the occurrence of buzzes 

and surface clicks. 

4.4.1 'Phases' and Time Spent 'Not Regular Clicking' 
In this study, the mean lengths of silence from fluke-up to the first regular clicks 

(25.05 and 19.64 seconds for summer and winter respectively) are shorter than 

those reported from other studies. Gordon et al. (1992) found that during summer in 

Kaikoura, sperm whales started clicking on average 31.9 seconds after diving. 

Gordon (1987a) and Goold & Jones (1995) calculated that nursery groups off Sri 

Lanka, and females and mature males off the Azores started clicking 2-5 and 2-3 

minutes after diving respectively. 

Dive 'section' and whale identity had no effect on the percentage of time sperm 

whales spent 'not regular clicking' while diving (that is, 'phase' #2). This, and the 

fact that the average silence is very short (12 seconds, cv = 0.07; Slooten et al., 

submitted) suggests that whales are not likely to be missed during an acoustic 

census because they are in a particular 'section' of their dive, nor are some whales 

more likely to be heard (and counted) than others. 
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Though sperm whales at Kaikoura spend significantly more time underwater in 

summer than winter (Jaquet et al., in press), I found that they also spend 

significantly less time regular clicking. Further analysis showed no evidence of 

more buzzing - which may indicate greater foraging effort - during summer (one

way ANOVA, p = 0.364, df = 53). Thus, this difference may be related to an increase 

in 'true silence', or the longer summer dive lengths themselves. 

On average, sperm whales in my study stopped regular clicking 4.38 minutes 

before surfacing (that is, 'phase' #3) during both summer and winter. These results 

are similar to the mean of 5.5 minutes calculated for sperm whales at Kaikoura by 

Gordon et al. (1992), and substantially more than the 0-2 minutes determined for 

two subadult males off Nova Scotia by Mullins et al. (1988). 

The mean lengths of time sperm whales spend at the surface (that is, 'phase' #4), 

determined by Jaquet et al. (in press), fall within the range of those calculated for 

sperm whale populations worldwide (6 - 11 minutes; Table 4.5). As well as being 

similar in length, a lack of vocal activity at the water surface is common (for 

example, Watkins, 1980; Watkins et al., 1985; Mullins et al., 1988; Whitehead & 

Weilgart, 1990; Jaquet et al., in press). 

4.4.2 Dive Cycles and Time Spent 'Not Regular Clicking' 

Far more data are available on dive length and surface interval (Table 4.5). Though 

seasonal change in dive length has not been documented elsewhere, dives by the 

Kaikoura males are broadly similar in duration to those measured in other 

populations. 

Foraging sperm whales at Kaikoura were 'not regular clicking' during 40% (cv 19%} 

of entire dive cycles (fluke-up to fluke-up) in summer, and around 38% (cv 25%} in 

winter (Table 4.4). Thus, they were producing regular clicks during 60% of entire 

dive cycles in summer and 62% in winter. These results are very similar to the 66% 

calculated for one dive of a sperm whale off Sri Lanka by Gordon (1987a), but are 

less than the 70% Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) calculated for nursery groups off 

the Galapagos Islands. The precision of Whitehead and Weilgart's estimate is 

questionable since it was calculated from a variety of data sets, some of which were 

for subadult males. 

Though hard data are scant, it is almost certainly true that the percentage of time 

whales spend 'not regular clicking' differs among populations. This is primarily due 

to some populations spending almost all of the time foraging (for example, at 



Table 4.5 The mean length of time sperm whales spend at the water surface, the mean length of sperm whale dives (from 
fluke-up to surfacing), and the mean length of entire sperm whale dive cycles (from fluke-up to fluke-up). CVs 
are given where available. 

Number/Sex of 
Whales Analysed 

subadult males 

2 whales, presumed to be 
subadult males 

2 whales, presumed to 
be subadult males 

mainly subadult males 

21 
mainly mature males 

mature males 

67 individuals 
nursery groups 

3 dives each of 
2 subadult males 

64 dives 
nursery groups 

Dive Length 
(fluke-up to surfacing) 

summer 43.9 minutes 
(cv 22%, n 71) 

winter 38.7 minutes 
(cv 20%, n 71) 

Day: 22.28 min (cv 90%) 
25.13 min (cv 57%) 

Night: 38.06 min (cv 29%) 
31.66 min (cv 46%) 

33 minutes 
41 minutes 

46 minutes 

55.04 minutes 

24-69 minutes 
(range) 

40 minutes 

30 minutes 

35.8 minutes 

Surface Interval 

summer 9.3 minutes 
( CV 23%, n 299) 

winter 8.8 minutes 
(CV 25%, n 193) 

Day: 7.49 min (cv 97%) 
10.56 min (cv 63%) 

Night: 7.40 min (cv 24%) 
7.02 min (cv 58%) 

9.7 minutes 

11.1 O minutes 

6-11 minutes (range) 
8 minutes (median) 

10 minutes 

8.7 minutes 

9.6 minutes 

Note: All times expressed as means unless otherwise indicated. 

Dive Cycle Length 
(Fluke-up to Fluke-up) 

summer 53.2 minutes 
(cv 19%) 

winter 47.5 minutes 
(cv 17%) 

29.77 minutes 
35.69 minutes 

45.46 minutes 
38.68 minutes 

55 minutes 

66.14 minutes 

30-80 minutes 
(range) 

50 minutes 

-40 minutes 

45 minutes 

Author(s) and 
Location of Study 

Jaquet et al., (in press) 
Kaikoura 

*Watkins et al., (1999) 
SE Caribbean 

Watkins et al., (1993) 
SE Caribbean 

Gordon et al., (1992) 
Kaikoura 

Gordon & Steiner 
(1992) 
Azores 

Whitehead et al., 
(1992) 

Scotian Shelf 

Papastavrou et al., 
(1989) 

Galapagos Islands 

Mullins et al., (1988) 
Scotian Shelf 

Gordon (1987a) 
Sri Lanka 

* Watkins et al., (1999) found statistically significant diurnal variation in the amount of time the two whales spent at the surface and diving 
respectively. 
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Kaikoura, Gordon et al., 1992; Jaquet et al., in press), while others rest and/or 

socialise at the surface for extended periods (up to 10% of the day, Whitehead & 

Weilgart, 1990). Watkins (1977), and Watkins et al. (1985) reported that sperm 

whales in nursery groups were 'truly silent' for extended periods during dives, and 

in some cases, were 'truly silent' for entire dives. Watkins (1980) also suggested 

that when out of acoustic contact with other whales, sperm whales seldom 

produced any audible sounds. This does not match our experience at Kaikoura, 

where sperm whales are almost always found alone (Gordon et al., 1992; Jaquet et 

al., in press; pers. obs.) and are commonly heard to vocalise throughout entire dive 

cycles in the absence of other audible whales (pers. obs.)4. 

Therefore, in areas like Kaikoura where very little socialising is seen and whales 

seem to vocalise regardless of the vocal activity of other whales, extended periods 

of 'true silence' will probably have little effect on the percentage of time sperm 

whales are 'not regular clicking'. In sperm whale populations that do exhibit 

extended periods of 'true silence' while diving - which will most likely be nursery 

groups - this 'true silence' can probably be accounted for by calculating separate 

percentages of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' for the two different 

behavioural modes. 

Watkins et al. (1999) found that two subadult male sperm whales in the south east 

Caribbean spent significantly more time at the surface during the day than at night, 

and thus significantly more time diving at night than during the day. Although these 

results are based on only two whales over a short time period, they emphasise that 

diurnal differences in sperm whale behaviour may exist and need to be considered. 

4.4.3 Conclusions and Future Research 

Comparison of my results with those from studies of other sperm whale populations 

has shown many similarities. However, there is sufficient variation in both the 

percentage of time sperm whales are 'truly silent' or 'not regular clicking', that 

applicability from one population to another cannot be assumed. 

As indicated above, more social groups of whales than those at Kaikoura are likely 

to spend more time 'truly silent' or 'not regular clicking'. Use of our data to estimate 

abundance from click counts in such populations is unlikely to be very accurate. It 

will, however, provide an estimate that might be a useful starting point for 

management. 

4 Although it cannot be ruled out that other whales may have been vocalising and were not detected 
with our hydrophone. 
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In the present study, the percentage of time sperm whales at Kaikoura were 'not 

regular clicking' while diving ('phase' #2) was determined from 54 recordings - 18 

recordings for each of the three dive 'sections'. The only other study that attempted 

to quantify the percentage of time sperm whales spent 'not regular clicking' was by 

Gordon (1987a), who estimated this for one whale off Sri Lanka. Though some 

might argue that my study is based on a relatively small sample size, it is clear that it 

represents a substantial step forward. 

Of the 18 recordings analysed in each dive 'section', eight were full dive cycle 

recordings from Chapter 3. Using full dive cycles allowed analysis of a greater 

percentage of each dive 'section' and probably gave a more accurate reflection of 

the percentage of time sperm whales were 'not regular clicking' than the 30 

randomly selected recordings. 

To determine the effect of analysing more than eight recordings for each dive 

'section', I performed a Power Analysis using the eight 'not regular clicking' means 

from each dive 'section'. The SE of each dive 'section' mean was calculated using: 

SE= ~Erro~MS Equation 1 

The ErrorMS was determined from a one-way ANOVA of 'not regular clicking' 

against dive 'section' (p = 0.5221, Error MS = 0.009, df = 23) and n was changed to 

determine the effect of increasing sample size on the probability of detecting a 

significant difference. 

A sample size of 100 would probably be sufficient to determine a significant 

difference in the percentage of time sperm whales at Kaikoura were 'not regular 

clicking' between the start and middle, and the start and end dive 'sections' (Figure 

4.8). It is unlikely that a significant difference would be found between the middle 

and end dive 'sections' until at least 1000 recordings were analysed. 

About 20 full dive cycle recordings (where the whale is seen to surface at the end of 

the dive) have been made at Kaikoura. Thus, about four times more recordings 

would be required to determine a significant difference between the start and 

middle and start and end dive 'sections' than presently exist. Given the difficulty in 

making full dive cycle recordings, it is not realistic to determine a significant 

difference between the middle and end dive 'sections' (Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8 Effect of increasing sample size on the probability of detecting a 
significant difference in the mean amount of time sperm whales spend 
'not regular clicking' among the three dive 'sections'. Due to the scale, 
the Cl bars for the graph with n = 1000 recordings are not visible. 
When viewed in more detail, the Cl bars for the middle and end dive 
'sections' were still not significantly different. 

At present, recordings of sperm whale dives are made during the day in summer 

and winter. To determine if there is a diurnal difference or a difference in other 

seasons, future recordings could also be made at night, and during autumn and 

spring. 

Other sperm whale populations perform vocal behaviours seldom heard at 

Kaikoura, such as codas (Watkins et al., 1985) and extended periods of surface 

clicking (Weilgart & Whitehead, 1988). Thus when estimating the percentage of time 

sperm whales are 'not regular clicking' in other locations, regional differences in 

vocal behaviour must be considered. 
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Chapter 5: Developing an Equation for Estimating 
Density and Abundance Acoustically 

5.1 Introduction 

83 

Over the last 20 years acoustic censusing has been used increasingly as a method 

of estimating sperm whale abundance (for example, Watkins & Moore, 1982; 

Leaper et al., 1992; Barlow & Taylor, 1998). Despite this increase in use, the 

methods are still under development and many core parameters are poorly known, 

if at all. As a result, methods for analysing acoustic censusing data are also poorly 

developed. Until the present study, two of the three core parameters required to 

estimate abundance of subadult male sperm whales using the click counting 

method were not known, and hence, an equation to use these data was not 

developed. 

5.1.1 Using the Click Counting Method 

The three parameters required to estimate sperm whale abundance using the click 

counting method are: 

• Average regular click rate1, 

• the percentage of time sperm whales spend 'not regular clicking', and 

• the effective range of the hydrophone used to record the whales' vocalisations 

(see Chapter 1; section 1.3.2). 

The first two parameters have been estimated in the present study (see Chapters 3 

& 4 respectively). The third parameter - the effective range of the omnidirectional 

hydrophone - was estimated as two n.mi. (Jake, 1993). Jake determined this 

range by performing 'departure trials', that is, short recordings made using an 

omnidirectional hydrophone at increasing distances from a whale that recently 

dived. During each departure trial, distance was increased until the target whale 

could no longer be distinguished from background noise or other whale 

vocalisations. Although usually audible to two n.mi., Jake (1993) found that sperm 

whale vocalisations were strongly affected by bathymetry and background noise 

and could be 'lost' in less than two n.mi. 

1 Further reference to click rate refers to regular click rate. 
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In this Chapter I will introduce an equation to estimate sperm whale density and 

abundance using the core data determined in Chapters 3 and 4, and that 

determined by Jake (1993). The precision of resulting abundance estimates will be 

investigated, and ways of improving the precision of this method discussed. 
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5.2 Methods 

A list of parameters used in equations in this chapter is provided in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Alphabetised list of parameters used in equations in this chapter. 

Symbol 

A 

a 

CVo 

CV"overall p" or CV p 

-
m 

D or Ds or Dw 

Parameter 

An abundance estimate that takes into account the 

proportion of time sperm whales spend regular clicking 

(p). 

The estimated effective range (km2) of the hydrophone 

used to make short recordings along a transect. 

Coefficient of variation of the estimate of abundance (A) 

should be. 

Coefficient of variation of the estimate of density (D) 

should be. 

Coefficient of variation of the estimate of the number of 

whales (N) in a short recording made along a transect 

should be. 

The coefficient of variation of the estimated overall mean 

click rate (s-1) of one whale. 

The coefficient of variation of the estimated overall mean 

proportion2 of time sperm whales spend regular clicking 

during an entire dive cycle. 

The coefficient of variation of a ratio of two independent 

variables, (in this case, x and m). 

The coefficient of variation of the estimated mean click 

rate (s-1) of fill whales during a short recording along a 

transect. 

The estimated density of whales (D) within the area 

"covered" by the hydrophone during summer (D5 ) and 

winter (Dw), 

85 

2 In Chapter 4 (section 4.3.5) p was expressed as a percentage. In this chapter, p is expressed in the 
click counting equation as a proportion. Thus, the percentage of time sperm whales spend regular 
clicking during summer and winter (that is, 60% and 62%) become 0.60 and 0.62 respectively. 
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d/w 

m 

µ 

N 

n 

"overall p" 

p or Ps or Pw 

P1 ... P4 

SDw 

V 

A component of variance that estimates how much the 

mean click rate for a particular dive by whale i differs from 

µ+Wj, 

The number of dives per whale analysed. 

The mean duration of each of the four 'phases' in a sperm 

whale dive cycle (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4). 

A component of variance that estimates how much the 

mean click rate for a particular five minute section of a 

dive by whale i differs from µ + wi + di, 

The mean length of time in each 'phase' that sperm 

whales produce regular clicks (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4). 

An estimate of the overall mean click rate (s-1) of one 

whale (see Chapter 3; section 3.3.2). 

An estimate of the overall mean click rate for all whales at 

all times at Kaikoura. 

The number of whales in a short recording made along a 

transect. 

The number of whales analysed. 

The estimated overall mean proportion of time sperm 

whales spend regular clicking during an entire dive cycle. 

The estimated proportion of time sperm whales spend 

regular clicking. This was estimated separately for 

summer and winter (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4). 

The mean proportion of time that sperm whales were 

regular clicking during each 'phase' (see Chapter 4; 

Table 4.4). 

The standard deviation of the estimated mean click rate of 

individual dives of the same whale. 

The standard deviation of the estimated mean click rate in 

five minute sections within a dive of the same whale. 

The standard deviation of the estimated mean click rate of 

all whales. 

The standard error of the estimated overall mean click 

rate (s-1) of one whale. 

The standard error for the estimated mean proportion of 

time sperm whales spend regular clicking (that is, the SE 

of P1 ... p4). 

The sum of the components of variance, Vw, Vd, and Ve, 
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vd or V(di) 

Ve or V(ei) 

V(m) 

Vw or V(wi) 

V(x) 

V(xi) 

X 

Xi 

A measure of the variation in mean click rate among 

several dives of whale i. 

A measure of the variation of mean click rate among five 

minute sections within a dive of whale i. 

The standard error of the constant factor from the one

way ANOVA on the nine mean click rates. 

A measure of variation among the overall estimated 

mean click rate (s-1) of all whales. 

The variance of the estimated mean click rate (s-1) of all 

whales during a short recording made along a transect. 

Variation associated with the observed mean click rate 

(s-1) of whale i during a short recording made along a 

transect. 

A component of variance that estimates how much the 

mean click rate of whale i differs from µ. 
The estimated mean click rate (s-1) of all whales during a 

short recording made along a transect. 

The estimated mean click rate of an individual whale (in 

this case, whale i) during a short recording made along a 

transect. This value is not known in reality. 

5.2.1 The Click Counting Equation 

When using the click counting method, sperm whale abundance will probably be 

estimated from short recordings (for example, five minutes) made along transects3. 

The mean click rate of a future recording, (x), can be considered as the sum of the 

mean click rates ( over that five minute period) of all (N) whales that can be heard -

Equation 1 . (Note that the number xi is not known in reality since it is the mean click 

rate of an individual whale - whale i in this case - while x is calculated from fill 
whales in the recording.) 

The number of whales (N) in a five minute recording is estimated by: 

N=~ 
m 

Equation 1 

Equation 2 

3 Although analysing recordings made along transects is one way to estimate abundance, recordings 
made from 'platforms of opportunity' and/or without a predetermined sampling regime are also valid 
applications. 
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where: 

x = the mean click rate (s-1) of all whales heard in a future five minute recording, 

and 

m = our estimate of the overall mean click rate (s-1) per whale (as measured in 

Chapter 3; section 3.3.2). 

Sperm whales do not produce regular clicks continuously while diving and are 

almost always 'truly silent'4 while at the water surface. Hence, the number of whales 

estimated from a five minute recording (N) must be adjusted by the proportion of 

time sperm whales are expected to be regular clicking (p). This proportion was 

determined in Chapter 4 (see section 4.3.5). Equation 3 estimates abundance (A) 

while taking into account the proportion of time sperm whales spend regular 

clicking. 

N 
or A=-

1/p 
Equation 3 

To determine the density of whales in an area (D) the effective range of the 

hydrophone used to make the recordings must be considered. The equation now 

becomes: 

D= (~)x(;)/a or D=; Equation 4 

where: 

a= the effective range (km2) of the hydrophone (calculated from Jake, 1993). 

5.2.2 The Precision of the Click Counting Method in Estimating the 
Number of Whales in a Recording (N) 

The precision of the estimate of N (Equation 2) depends on: 

• The variability in x, and 

• the precision of m. 

Both of these factors will be affected by the components of variance associated with 

click rate. Components of variance associated with overall mean click rate were 

calculated from the nine dive cycle recordings used in Chapter 3. 

There are three sources of variation associated with click rate, they are: 

• The identity of the whale - how much do different whales differ in mean click 

rate? 

• The dive of the whale - how much does mean click rate change between 

different dives of the same individual? 

4 'Truly silent' means the whale is not vocalising at all (see Chapter 4; section 4.1 ). 
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• Time through dive - how much does mean click rate vary within an individual 

dive? 

Thus, the components of variance model for sperm whale click rates is: 

Equation 5 

where: 

Xi= the observed mean click rate of whale i during a future five minute recording, 

µ = the overall mean click rate for all whales at all times at Kaikoura, 

Wi = whale effect- how much the mean click rate of whale i differs fromµ, 

di = dive effect - how much the mean click rate for this particular dive by whale i 

differs fromµ+ Wi, and 

ei = time effect - how much the mean click rate for this particular five minute 

section of the dive by whale i differs fromµ+ Wi + di. 

In reality the values of Xi, Wi, di, and ei are unknown. Here, we are only interested in 

the variances of the three model components Wi, di, and ei, 

The variance of x, (V(x)), can be calculated from Equation 6, if the clicks made by 

different whales during this time are independent. This seems a reasonable 

assumption as there appears to be very little acoustic or physical coordination of 

behaviour among whales at Kaikoura (pers. obs.). 

Equation 6 

Using Equation 5, variation associated with the observed mean click rate during a 

five minute recording of whale i is calculated by: 

where: 

Vw = V(wi) 

Equation 7 

a measure of the variation between the overall mean click rate of all 

whales, 
a measure of the variation in mean click rate among several dives of 

whale i - assumed to be the same for all whales, and 

a measure of the variation of mean click rate among five minute 

sections within a dive of whale i - assumed to be the same for all 

dives/whales. 
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The values of both Vw and Vd were estimated via ANOVA on the mean click rates of 

the nine dives using whale identity as a factor. Vw = (whale identity MS - Error MS)/ 

number of dives per whale, and V d = Error MS. 

Since the click counting method uses short recordings (probably about five 

minutes) and because there is equal probability of recording a whale during any 

part of its dive cycle (Figure 5.1 ), Ve was measured by dividing the nine dive cycles 

into overlapping five minute sections - for example, 0:00-4:59, 1 :00-5:59, 2:00-

6:59 ... 36:00-40:59 minutes. Mean click rate was calculated for each five minute 

section. Averaging overlapping sections of a dive cycle is equivalent to calculating 

a moving average of click rate, and is appropriate in this circumstance due to the 

random nature of acoustic recordings, that is, not knowing where in their dive cycles 

whales are when a recording is made. 

Whale 1 

Whale 2 

Whale 3 

10 
5 mins 

Time 

Figure 5.1 Click rates during three hypothetical dive cycles. To reflect reality, the 
dive cycles have different click rate patterns, and the whales did not 
dive or surface at the same time. The shaded sections of the three 
dives - collectively labelled 5 mins - represent the section of each 
dive that could be recorded in this hypothetical acoustic recording 
session. These three sections of the three dives are one of many 
possible combinations. 

Ve was calculated via ANOVA on all 286 mean click rates from the overlapping five 

minute dive sections, using dive as the factor. Ve was the Error MS value from this 

analysis. Given that N whales are present, the variability in x is given by: 
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N 

VcxJ = L, V = NV where V = Vw + Vd + Ve 
i=1 

91 

Equation 8 

The coefficient of variation of a ratio of two independent variables (in this case x and 

m) is given by: 

CVx =~CV; +CV~ Equation 9 
m 

CV; can be calculated by: 

Equation 10 

CV~ can be calculated using Equation 11, where V(m) is the SE of the constant 

factor from the one-way ANOVA performed on the nine mean click rates. 

V 
CV2 =~ 

m m2 Equation 11 

CVx = CVN and summarises how precise the estimate of N should be. CVN was 
m 

calculated using possible values of N and plotted. 

5.2.3 The Precision of the Click Counting Method in Estimating 
Abundance (A) 

The precision of A (Equation 3) depends on the variation of N, and the variation in 

the proportion of time sperm whales spend regular clicking during the four dive 

'phases'5. The notation p1, p2 , p3, and p4 indicate the proportion of time sperm 

whales were regular clicking during each of the four 'phases', and is shown in 

Figure 5.2. 

Due to seasonal differences Jaquet et al., (in press) found in the amount of time 

sperm whales at Kaikoura spent diving and at the water surface, that data for each 

of the four 'phases' were divided into summer and winter. The overall mean 

proportion of time sperm whales spend regular clicking during an entire dive cycle 

(from fluke-up to fluke-up) was determined using: 

Equation 12 

where: 

d1 to d4 = the mean durations of 'phases' #1 to #4 respectively, and 

5 Sperm whale dives have four distinct 'phases' (see Chapter 4; section 4.1 ). 
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p1 to p4 = the mean proportions of time sperm whales were regular clicking during 

the corresponding 'phase'. 

I first regular click 

after diving 
and before 
first regular 
click 

One Typical Dive Cycle 

last re ular click 

while diving 

p~ 

after last while at the 
regular surface, before 
click and diving again 
before 
surfacing 

Figure 5.2 The four 'phases' of a dive cycle. The proportion of time sperm whales 
spent regular clicking (that is, p1, P2, p3, and p4) was calculated for 
each 'phase'. 

The SE of "overall p" was calculated for summer and winter separately using: 

SE "overall p" 

where: 

= ( d1SE1)2 + ( d2SE2)2 + ( d3SE3)2 + ( d4SE4)2 
( d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 )2 

Equation 13 

SE1 = the standard error of the mean proportion of time sperm whales were 

regular clicking during 'phase' 1 (that is, p1 ), and so on. 

The cv of "overall p" (or CVp) was calculated for both summer and winter data by: 

CV 
,, 

11 11 SE (" overall p") overa p = _ __,_ __ _.:.._-"-
" overall p" 

Equation 14 

A summary of how precise an estimate of abundance (A) should be was determined 

using Equation 15. CV A was calculated using a range of values for N and plotted 

separately for summer and winter. 

Equation 15 
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Density 

Variation associated with the range of the hydrophone used to make the recordings 

(a) could not be estimated due to the lack of statistical information. Instead, CV A will 

be used as an estimation of the lower limit of the coefficient of variation of D (that is, 

CVo). 

5.2.4 Partitioning Components of Variation 

Partitioning the components of variation allows analysis of the sensitivity of m to 

uncertainty in parameters used in its estimation. This approach is especially helpful 

because it evaluates the gains that can be made from further research and shows 

how research efforts should be targeted. 

Partitioning the contribution of each component of variation to the overall mean click 
rate value (m) was performed by summing the variance values (Vw, Vd, and Ve), 

and calculating the proportion each component contributed to this sum. 

5.2.5 Estimation of Overall Mean Click Rate (m) 

The benefits of collecting more data to estimate m were investigated by determining 

the effect of varying the number of whales (n) and the number of dives per whale 

(d/w) analysed, on SE(m). The number of whales and the number of dives per 

whale were altered in Equation 16. 

SE vd vw 
(m)= +-

nxd/w n 
Equation 16 

SE(m) was calculated for n = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 (whales), each with 5 and 1 O 

dives per whale (d/w). These values were plotted along with the SE(m) calculated 

in the present study (from n = 3, and d/w = 3). 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Parameters of the Click Counting Equation 

As determined in Chapters 3 and 4 of the present study, and by Jake (1993) the 

values of the overall mean click rate (m), the proportion of time sperm whales were 

regular clicking (p), and the effective range of the hydrophone (a) are: 

m = 1.272 clicks s-1 (± 0.029 95% Cl; see Chapter 3; section 3.3.2) 

Ps (summer)= 60% or 0.600 (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4)6 

Pw (winter)= 62% or 0.619 (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4) 

a= 43 km2 ( that is, 7t (2 n.mi. x 1.853)2; see section 5.1.1) 

Thus, the equations to estimate whale density during summer (Ds) and winter (Dw) 

are: 

=--x-- 43km D ( X ) ( 1 )/ 2 
s 1.272 0.60 

D=--X-- 43km ( x)(1)/ 2 
w 1.272 0.62 

The only information still required is the mean click rate heard during a future five 

minute recording (x) made along a transect. This will be addressed in Chapter 6. 

5.3.2 The Precision of Estimating the Number of Whales in a 
Recording (N) 

To determine the precision of the click counting method, variances were calculated 

for each of the three variation components using data from the nine dive cycles. The 

measure of variation between the overall means of all whales (Vw) was calculated 

from a one-way ANOVA comparing the nine mean click rates (Figure 5.3). 

The square root of Vw gives a standard deviation of the mean click rate of all 

whales. 

vw = (0.05405- 0.03370) = 0.00678 
3 

sow = .jv"; = ~0.00678 = 0.082 

2xSDw = 0.164 

1.272± 0.164 = 1.108(µ(1.436 

6 Note that Table 4.4 shows the percentage of time sperm whales spent 'not regular clicking' as 40% 
in summer and 38.1 % in winter. Thus, the percentage of time whales spent regular clicking is 60% 
and 62% in summer and winter respectively. These percentages are expressed as proportions in 
the click counting equation in this chapter. 
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This suggests that around 95% of all whales will have mean click rates ( over all 

their dives) within approximately 0.164 of the overall mean click rate (m), that is, 

between 1.108 and 1.436 clicks s-1. 

V IIBJ ANOVA 

A n a 1 y s i s of Va ri a n c e F or c 1 i c k ra t e 
No Selector 

Source df Sums of Squares Mean Square F- ratio Prob 
Const 1 14.5619 
whl 2 0.1OS104 
Error 6 0.202188 
Total s 0.310292 

m Results for factor I Const I 
V 0 Coefficients 

14.561 9 269.40 0.0037 
Io 054052 I 1.6040 0.2767 

~I MS - Error MS) 
d 3 = Vw 

Coe ff i c i en ts of: c 1 i ck rate on Const 

Leve 1 of Const Coefficient std. err. t Ratio prob 
o I 1.272 I 

'm 
I 0.0770 I 20.19 

' v(m) 

i 0.000 1 

Figure 5.3 A random one-way ANOVA comparing mean click rates of the nine 
dive cycles that were analysed with whale identity (whl) as the factor. 
Each variation component determined from this analysis is labelled. 

The measure of variation between dive means of whale i (V d) - assumed to be the 

same for all whales -was the Error MS value (0.03370) from the same one-way 

A NOVA (Figure 5.3). The square root of V d gives a standard deviation of the mean 

click rate of several dives of the same whale. 

sod= fl;= -vo.03370 = 0.184 

2 x sod = o.368 

µ±0.368 

This indicates that for any particular whale, around 95% its dives will have mean 

click rates within approximately 0.368 of its overall mean click rate (for all its dives). 

The measure of variation between overlapping five minute sections within a dive of 

whale i (Ve) - assumed to be the same for all dives/whales - was the Error MS 

value (0.04546) calculated from a one-way ANOVA comparing all overlapping five 

minute section means from all nine dives (Figure 5.4). 
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V ~ ANOVA 

A n a l y s i s of Vari a n c e For m ea n 
No Selector 

Source df Sums of Squares 
Const 1 454.498 
div 8 10.5313 
Error 277 12.5935 
Total 285 23.1248 

Mean Square 
454.498 

16;4~41 
Ve 

f- ratio 
9996.9 

28.955 

96 

Prob 
i 0.0001 
i 0.0001 

Figure 5.4 A random one-way ANOVA comparing all overlapping five minute 
section mean click rates for the nine dives using dive (div) as a factor. 
Note that the p-values are irrelevant here as we are simply using the 
ANOV A to estimate V 9. 

The square root of Ve gives a standard deviation of the mean click rate of five 

minute sections within the same dive. 

SDe =fl:= ,v0.04546 = 0.213 

2 X SDe = 0.426 

µ±0.426 

This suggests that for any particular whale, around 95% of the overlapping five 

minute sections of its dive will have mean click rates (s-1) within approximately 

0.426 of its overall mean click rate (for all its dives). 

Following this, V(xi), or V = 0.00678 + 0.03370 + 0.04546 

= 0.08594 

A summary of how precise N should be is given by CVN: 

V 2 

CV.= .Y_+~ 
N m2N m2 = 

0.08594 0.0772 
---+---
1.2722N 1.2722 

where the values for m and V are already known, and V(m) is the variance of the 

overall mean click rate of the nine dive cycles (Figure 5.3). 

The relative precision of N increases (that is, the cv associated with N decreases), 

as the number of whales in a recording increases (Figure 5.5). This makes sense 

statistically, since the greater the sample size, the smaller the cv. However, in 

practice, the more whales there are in a recording, the greater the possibility of 

overlapping clicks and confusion for the listener. Recordings containing 30 
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vocalising whales are very unlikely at Kaikoura. Recordings containing one to five 

whales (cv 0.238 and 0.120 respectively), would be more realistic (pers. obs.). 

0.25 -,--------------------------, 

0.2 ............................................................................................................................................................................... . 

>2 0.15 ................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
() 

0.1 .............................................. . ............................................................................................................................. . 

0.05 -i--..--. ........ -.....-.,......, ................ ...,._......,,......,.. ______ ....,.... __ ___......,....-,.--..--,......,.._ 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Number of Whales in the Recording (N) 

Figure 5.5 The effect of the number of whales in a recording (N from 1 to 30 
whales) on the precision of the estimate of N. 

5.3.3 The Precision of Estimating Abundance (A) 

The mean durations of 'phases' and the mean length of time sperm whales were 

regular clicking during these 'phases' are listed in Table 5.2. Sperm whales at 

Kaikoura hardly ever regular click during 'phases' #1, #3, and #4, hence the O min 

values for the lengths of time spent regular clicking. Values in Table 5.2 were 

calculated from those in Table 4.4, Chapter 4. 

Table 5.2 Mean duration of the four 'phases', and the mean length of time within 
these 'phases' that sperm whales were regular clicking during summer 
and winter. (Reg. Clkg. means regular clicking). 

Duration Summer Winter Length Summer Winter 
of of Time 

'Phase' Reg. Clkg. 

d1 0.42 mins 0.33 mins 11 O mins O mins 

d2 39.10 mins 33.99 mins 12 31.93 mins 29.40 mins 

d3 4.38 mins 4.38 mins 13 O mins O mins 

d4 9.3 mins 8.8 mins 14 O mins O mins 

Total 53.2 mins 47.5 mins 31.93 mins 29.40 mins 
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The mean proportion of time sperm whales were regular clicking during each of the 

four 'phases' (p1 to p4) was determined by dividing the mean length of time sperm 

whales were regular clicking in any given 'phase' by the mean duration of that 

'phase' (that is, P1 = 11/d1; Table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 The proportion of time sperm whales were regular clicking during each 
of the four 'phases' in summer and winter. 

Proportion of Time Spent Regular Clicking 

'Phase' Summer Winter 

P1 0/0.42 = 0.0 0/0.33 = 0.0 

P2 31.93/39.10 = 0.82 29.40/33.99 = 0.86 

p3 0/4.38 = 0.0 0/4.38 = 0.0 

p4 0/9.3 = 0.0 0/8.8 = 0.0 

The overall mean proportion of time sperm whales spent regular clicking (11 overall 

p11
) was calculated using the results in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Calculations of components of equations 12 and 13, which estimate 
the overall proportion of time sperm whales spend regular clicking, 
and the standard error of this proportion. 

Summer Winter 

dx * Px (dx * SEx) 2 dx * Px (dx * SEx)2 

d1 P1 0.42 * 0 = 0 (0.42*0)2 = 0 0.33 * 0 = 0 (0.33*0)2 = 0 

d2 P2 39.10*0.82 (39.10*0.014)2 33.99 * 0.86 (33.99*0.021 )2 

= 31.93 = 0.311 = 29.40 = 0.529 

d3 p3 4.38 * 0 = 0 (4.38*0)2 = 0 4.38 * 0 = 0 (4.38*0)2 = 0 

d4 p4 9.3 * 0 = 0 (9.3*0)2 = 0 8.8 * 0 = 0 (8.8*0)2 = 0 

The overall mean proportion of time sperm whales were regular clicking during an 

entire dive cycle was 0.60 in summer (Ps) and 0.62 in winter (Pw), As expected, 

these results are the same as those calculated in Chapter 4, Table 4.4. 

uoverall Ps" = 0+31.93+0+0 =0.60 
0.42 + 39.10 + 4.38 + 9.3 

0+29.40+0+0 11 overall Pw 11 = = 0.62 
0.33 + 33.99 + 4.38 + 8.8 
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The SE of the overall mean proportion of time sperm whales were regular clicking 

during entire dive cycles was estimated as 0.01 O and 0.015 for summer (SE "overall 

Ps") and winter (SE "overall Pw") respectively. 

SE II overall Ps II = 0+0.311+0+0 =0.010 
(0.42 + 39.10 + 4.38 + 9.3)2 

SE "overall Pw" = 0 + 0.529 + 0 + 0 = 0.015 
(0.33 + 33.99 + 4.38 + 8.8)2 

The cv of the overall mean proportion of time sperm whales were regular clicking 

was 0.017 during summer (cv "overall p5") and 0.025 during winter ("cv overall Pw"). 

CV "overall Ps" = 
0

·
01 

O = 0.017 
0.60 

0.015 
CV "overall p "= = 0.025 

w 0.62 

A summary of how precise A should be is given by CV A: 

summer= (
0.08594 + 0.077

2
)+0.0172 

1.2722N 1.2722 

. t (0.08594 0.0772) O 0252 win er = 2 + 2 + · 
1 .272 N 1 .272 

CV A was plotted against N (a hypothetical number of whales in a five minute 

recording; Figure 5.6) for both summer and winter. 

As expected, the trend shown for A (Figure 5.6) is similar to that of N (Figure 5.5). 

When variation associated with mean click rate and the proportion of time sperm 

whales spend regular clicking is taken into account, recordings containing one to 

five whales - usual at Kaikoura - would have cvs of 0.239 to 0.121 in summer, 

and 0.240 to 0.122 in winter respectively. These are almost identical to those 

calculated for CVN alone. Thus, including CVp had almost no effect on the precision 

of an estimate of abundance. 
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Figure 5.6 The effect of the number of whales in a recording (N from 1 to 30 
whales) on the precision of the estimate of abundance (A) for both 
summer and winter. 

Due to the lack of raw data it is not possible to estimate the variance of the 

hydrophone range (a), and therefore, variance associated with an estimate of whale 

density (D). Thus, CV A represents the lower limit of CV0 (for summer and winter). 

5.3.4 Partitioning Components of Variation 

The amount of variation each source may contribute to m was calculated by 
summing the variance values (Vw, Vd, and Ve), and calculating the proportion each 

component contributed to this sum. 

Vw + V ct + Ve = 0.03370 + 0.04546 = 0.08594 = 0.00678 

Vw = 7.9% 

Vd = 39.2% 

Ve= 52.9% 

Just over half the variation - 52.9% - associated with the overall mean click rate 

(m) was due to variation from the overlapping five minute segments from dives of 

whale i (Ve). Almost forty percent (39.2%) of the variation was due to variation 

associated with different dives of whale i, and 7.9% was from variation associated 

with individual whales. 
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5.3.5 Estimation of Overall Mean Click Rate (m) 

It is more efficient (that is, SE(m) decreases faster) to calculate the mean click rate 

for a greater number of whales (n) than to analyse a greater number of dives per 

whale (d/w). For example, the SE(m) of n = 10 and d/w = 5 (and vice-versa) is 0.037 

and 0.045 respectively. With increasing n, the difference between SE(m) values for 

five dives per whale and ten dives per whale decreases (Figure 5.7). 

Increasing n and d/w from three each (the numbers analysed in the present study) 

to five each lowers the SE(m) by 32% (from 0.077 to 0.052; Figure 5.7). This is an 

appreciable difference, and analysis of this many recordings is a realistic goal. 

Although SE(m) continually decreases with larger n and d/w values (Figure 5.7), the 

benefits are smaller (that is, SE(m) decreases more slowly) and the work involved 

increases enormously. Analysis of five dives each of ten different whales is 

probably the maximum one could realistically do (about 1850 hours of work, see 

chapter 3; Table 3.5). Doubling the number of recordings from five to ten for each of 

the ten whales decreases SE(m) by 13% (Figure 5.7). This is a very small decrease 

in SE(m) for double the workload. 
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Figure 5.7 The effect of increasing the number of whales (n) and the number of 
dives per whale (d/w) on SE(m). Points are fitted with a 3d order 
polynomial. 
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5.4 Discussion 

This chapter focussed on the development of an equation to estimate subadult male 

sperm whale abundance, and on testing the precision of possible abundance 

estimates. Thus, this discussion will concentrate mainly on the validity of the 

equation and its assumptions. 

5.4.1 The Click Counting Equation 

The precision of the estimate of the number of whales in a recording (CVN or CV A) 

increases with the number of whales heard in the recording. Both CVN and CV A 

have relatively small cvs, so even at small whale numbers, estimates of abundance 

should be quite accurate. 

Over half of the variation associated with overall mean click rate (m) was due to 

variation in overlapping five minute sections of dives (Ve). About 39% was 

associated with variation among dives of the same whale (V d), and 8% from 

different whales (Vw). This indicates that an estimate of abundance will be more 

accurate if overall mean click rate (m) is calculated using multiple recordings from 

the same individuals rather than many recordings from different whales. 

Increasing the number of individual whales analysed is a more productive 

approach than increasing the number of dives per whale analysed. Analysing five 

recordings each from five whales, or five recordings from ten whales, is a realistic 

goal for research at Kaikoura and would decrease SE(m) drastically. 

5.4.2 Assumptions of the Click Counting Equation 

The sample sizes on which the three core parameters (and thus, their associated 

variances), were based are shown in Table 5.5. 

For a discussion of the sample sizes of m and p refer to sections 3.4.3 and 4.4.3 of 

Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Of all parameters, the effective range of the 

hydrophone is perhaps the least robustly measured. It was assessed over 11 trials 

in which the boat first made a recording where the whale dived, then rapidly 

proceeded to 2 n.mi., made a recording, then to 2.5 n.mi., and so on (Jake, 1993). 

Because the distance steps were large, and because the first stop was at 2 n.mi., 

the estimate of hydrophone range is crude and it is not straightforward to assess its 
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statistical uncertainty. The omnidirectional hydrophone used at Kaikoura at present 

differs from the one used by Jake. An estimate of its range is required. 

Table 5.5 The sample sizes on which the estimates of the three core parameters 
of the click counting method were based. 

Parameter (and variance) 

Overall mean regular click rate (m) 

Proportion of time spent regular 
clicking (p) 

Effective range of the hydrophone (a) 

Sample Size 

9 dive cycle means 

summer: 32 means 

winter: 22 means 

11 trials 

The assumption that Vw and V d are representative of variation in mean click rate for 

all whales at Kaikoura, and that Ve represents variation seen in all dives and for all 

whales may be subject to sampling error. Vw was calculated from three different 

whales, V d from nine dives, and Ve from 286 overlapping five minute click rate 

means. It may be that these sample sizes were too small (especially Vw and Vd) to 

accurately represent variation. 

It is also possible that the dive cycles analysed in this study were not representative 

of dives cycles at Kaikoura as a whole. This seems unlikely because the dive cycles 

were chosen randomly and neither overall mean click rate or the proportion of time 

sperm whales spent 'not regular clicking' differed significantly from other data 

gathered from different years or from different whales at Kaikoura (see Chapter 3; 

section 3.4.3 & Chapter 4; Figure 4.6 respectively). 

Development of this click counting equation has helped to reveal how future sperm 

whale acoustic research at Kaikoura should be focussed. The strengths of the 

approach used here is that all parameters were estimated from the same population 

of whales, and that the same equipment was used during this time. This is a 

significant improvement from the data used in the click counting equation 

Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) developed for female and immature sperm whales off 

the Galapagos Islands. To estimate mean click rate, Whitehead & Weilgart (1990) 

used sections of recordings that contained only regular clicks. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3 (section 3.4.2) this is not appropriate since regular click rate may change 

in relation to other vocal behaviours such as buzzing. Also, for one parameter, 

Whitehead and Weilgart used data gathered from two subadult male sperm whales 

by Mullins et al., (1988) as representative of behaviour of female and immature 

sperm whales. It is far from clear that this is appropriate. 
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Chapter 6: Estimating Sperm Whale Density and 
Abundance 

6.1 Introduction 

Now that the core parameters have been estimated (see Chapters 3 & 4) and the 

click counting equation developed (see Chapter 5), the next logical step is to use 

this equation to estimate sperm whale density and abundance in station recordings 

made along transects at Kaikoura. 

6.1.1 Station Recordings 

Station recordings are short recordings (in this case, five minutes) made at pre

determined stations along a transect line. At Kaikoura, the study area is divided into 

four blocks, each 5 by 1 O n.mi. (Figure 6.1 ). Each block contains four transects, 

separated by 1 n.mi., that run due south from the northern limit of the study area. 

There are six recording stations on each transect line, the first at the very top, and 

the others at two n.mi. intervals thereafter (Figure 6.1 ). 

The aim of this chapter is to estimate mean regular click rate 1 at each station along 

a transect, and by using the click counting equation developed in Chapter 5, 

estimate sperm whale density and abundance in these areas. Assessment of 

whether estimated densities are realistic is possible from three additional sources of 

data: 

(a) Bearings to whales gained with a directional hydrophone at the time of making 

the recordings analysed here, 

(b) aural estimates of the number of whales present (these are subjective, and are 

gained while making the transcripts), and 

(c) sightings of individually identified whales made on completion of the acoustic 

transect. 

1 Further reference to click rate or clicks refer to regular click rate or regular clicks (see Chapter 1; 
sections 1.2.1, and 1.3.2). 
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6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Average Regular Click Rate in Station Recordings 

During each field day from winter 1990 to summer 1994, station recordings were 

made using an omnidirectional hydrophone along a randomly chosen transect. At 

each station, bearings to whales were determined using a directional hydrophone. 

In all, recordings were made along 72 transects. Of these, 51 transects contained 

recordings (of varying signal to noise ratio - SNR) at all six stations. From these 

51, three transects were chosen randomly for analysis. 

The criteria for the selection of transects were: 

• The block and transect number must be known, 

• there must be a recording for each of the six stations along the transect, and 

• field notes about the number of, and bearing to, whales heard with the 

directional hydrophone are preferred. 

For comparison, one transect that contained consistently high SNR station 

recordings was chosen. The selection criteria for this recording were the same as 

those listed above, with the additional criterion that station recordings have a 

consistently high SNR. 

Whale vocalisations (clicks) in each station recording were transcribed. Any 

recording containing clicks was filtered at high- and low-pass levels of 2 and 14.2 

kHz respectively, and digitised using a Macintosh Quadra 840AV with a Spectral 

Innovations analog/digital and digital signal processing board (see Chapter 2 for 

details). Because recordings along the randomly chosen transects had generally 

low SNRs, a higher high-pass filter level than that used for analyses in Chapter 3 

was necessary. This removed much of the noise in recordings. 

Each recording was interactively analysed using Moby Click (see Chapter 2; 

section 2.2 for details). However, instead of saving information on the timing of 

clicks from one whale in a recording only (as in Chapter 3), information on the 

timing of fill clicks by fill whales in each station recording was saved. This allowed 

the computation of the average click rate of all whales in each station recording -

that is, x from the click counting equation determined in Chapter 5 (section 5.2.1 ). 
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Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each station made using the three 

methods listed below were compared: 

1. The bearings to, and thus the number of, vocalising whales was estimated 

using the directional hydrophone at the time of recording. 

2. The number of vocalising whales was estimated while transcribing each 

station recording prior to analysis using Moby Click. 

3. The number of whales at each station (N - equation 1) was estimated using 

the mean click rate of all whales (x) determined for each station recording 

using Moby Click, and the overall mean click rate of an individual whale (m 

- calculated in Chapter 3). 

N=~ Equation 1 
m 

Note that N is not a final abundance estimate since it does not take into account any 

whales that may have been within hydrophone range but were not vocalising, and 

thus, were not counted. This is incorporated in equations 2 and 3 below. 

Sperm whale abundance (A) and density (D) - see Chapter 5; section 5.2.1 for 

further explanation - was estimated for each recording station and for the whole 

transect area using: 

A = (~) X (J_J or A = ~ 
m p 1/P 

D = (~) x (J_J/a or D = (-x ) x (-1 )/43 
m p 1.272 0.60 

where: 

x = the average click rate of all whales in a station recording, 

m = the overall mean click rate of an individual whale, 

Equation 2 

Equation 3 

p = the average proportion of time sperm whales spend regular clicking, and 

a= the estimated effective range of the hydrophone (in km2) 2. 

Note that p will be 0.60 for station recordings made in summer, and 0.62 for 

recordings made in winter (see Chapter 4; Table 4.4). 

2 The area (in km2) of a hydrophone with a radius of two n.mi. is 3.14 x (2 n.mi. x 1.835)2 = 43.15 km2. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Average Regular Click Rate in Station Recordings 

The first of the three randomly chosen transects was made on the 22nd of 

December 1991, in block 3, transect 1 (Figure 6.2). All recordings made at stations 

along this transect contained loud water noise, and hydrophone cable "scraping" 

noises. No whales were heard at stations 1, 2, and 6. Vocalisations were heard at 

the other three stations, though loud noise allowed detection of clicks in only small 

sections of each five minute station recording. Thus, at station 3, 34 seconds were 

analysed, at station 4, 1 :24 minutes, and at station 5, 1 :14 minutes. 
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Figure 6.2 Map of Kaikoura showing the position of the first randomly chosen 
transect, and the mean regular click rate (x) calculated for each 
recording station. cv and n (the number of clicks analysed) are given in 
brackets. 

The second randomly chosen transect was made on May 24th 1992, in block 3, 

transect 2. Each station recording contained loud water and hydrophone noise. No 

whales were heard in recordings made at stations 1-5. Faint clicks were heard in 

the recording made at station 6, but due to noise these could not be detected and 
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analysed using Moby Click. Because no clicks were counted, this transect is not 

illustrated here. 

The third randomly chosen transect was made on May 26th 1993, in block 1, 

transect 2 (Figure 6.3). Loud water and shore noise was heard in all station 

recordings. Station 6 also contained propeller noise from a passing tanker. 

Although clicks were heard in recordings made at stations 4 and 6, it was not 

possible to determine these from noise when they were analysed using Moby Click. 

Due to noise, mean click rate in recordings made at stations 1, 2, 3, and 5 were 

calculated from 17, 33, and 30 seconds, and 4:37 minutes respectively. 
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Figure 6.3 Map of Kaikoura showing the position of the third randomly chosen 
transect, and the mean regular click rate (x) calculated for each 
recording station. cv and n (the number of clicks analysed) are given in 
brackets. ? indicates that clicks were heard during transcription of the 
station recording, but due to noise, they could not be detected and 
analysed using Moby Click. 

The transect with consistently high SNR levels was made on the 21st of December 

1993, in block 2, transect 1 (Figure 6.4). Although SNR levels were generally much 

higher in this transect, noise at station 1 was sufficient that only 36 seconds of this 

recording could be analysed using Moby Click. Full five minute recordings were 

analysed for all other stations. 
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Figure 6.4 Map of Kaikoura showing the position of the high SNR transect, and 
the mean regular click rate (x) calculated for each recording station. cv 
and n (the number of clicks analysed) are given in brackets. 

Mean click rate in a station recording is the sum of the mean click rates of .fill 
vocalising whales at that station. By itself, mean click rate can give a preliminary 

idea of how many whales are in an area (that is, N). However, when used as the x 

parameter of the click counting equation, (see Chapter 5; section 5.2.1 & section 

6.1, equations 2 & 3), a more accurate estimation of the density and number of 

whales at each recording station can be determined. 

6.3.2 Comparing Preliminary Estimates of Abundance in Station 
Recordings 

Preliminary estimates3 of the number of whales at each recording station along the 

first randomly chosen transect were the same for both the directional hydrophone, 

and the transcription methods (Figure 6.5). Since no whales were heard in 

recordings made at stations 1 , 2, and 6, these were not analysed using Moby Click, 

and were estimated at zero. At recording stations 3, 4, and 5, the number of whales 

3 It is important to note that preliminary estimates do not take into account the percentage of time 
sperm whales spend regular clicking (p). Here they are used only as a guide to see if the number of 
whales estimated from the mean click rate of station recordings is similar to estimates made in the 
field with the directional hydrophone, and while transcribing. If these estimates are very different, 
then results from further calculations of density (D) and abundance (A) may be increasingly 
unreliable. 
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estimated using Moby Click was higher than estimates made using the directional 

hydrophone, and during transcription. This is probably due to noise being 

mistakenly counted as whale clicks. 
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Figure 6.5 Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each recording 
station along the first randomly chosen transect. 

During transcription of the second randomly chosen transect, no whales were heard 

in recordings made at stations 1 to 5 (Figure 6.6). One whale was heard faintly at 

recording station 6, however, the SNR was so low that these clicks could not be 

analysed using Moby Click. Since N is estimated using clicks detected in station 

recordings, these estimates are also zero. One to three whales were estimated at 

stations 3-6 using the directional hydrophone. 

Although clicks were heard at all stations along the third randomly chosen transect, 

preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each station made using the 

directional hydrophone and made during transcription differ (Figure 6.7). Due to 

noise, no clicks could be analysed using Moby Click at recording stations 4, and 6. 

Preliminary estimates made using Moby Click at stations 1, 2, and 3 are lower than 

those made with the directional hydrophone and during transcription. At these 

stations only small sections of the station recordings could be analysed using Moby 

Click. At station 5 there is much closer agreement between the transcription and the 

Moby Click estimates. Almost all of this station recording could be analysed. 
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Figure 6.6 Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each recording 
station along the second randomly chosen transect. 
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Figure 6.7 Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each recording 
station along the third randomly chosen transect. 

Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at stations along the high SNR 

transect made with the directional hydrophone and made during transcription are 

generally similar (Figure 6.8). This is most likely a reflection of the higher recording 

quality which resulted in more whales being heard while transcribing the station 
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recordings. In stations 2, and 3, a greater number of whales were estimated while 

transcribing, than were estimated using the directional hydrophone. The number of 

whales estimated using Moby Click is higher at all recording stations of the high 

SNR transect than in the other three randomly chosen transects. 
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Figure 6.8 Preliminary estimates of the number of whales at each recording 
station along the high SNR transect. 

6.3.3 Estimates of Average Density and Abundance in Station 
Recordings 

Triangle symbols in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 represent the positions of different whales 

that were encountered on the same field day as each transect. Field protocol at 

Kaikoura was to complete recordings at all stations along the chosen transect, then 

to track the loudest whale that was heard at the last recording station. Data were 

gathered from that whale, then any other whales tracked afterward. Thus, the 

positions of whales shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 are not for the time of transect 

recordings, but give an impression of the number of whales encountered, and the 

distribution of these whales during the same field day. 

It takes about 1 to 1.5 hours to make station recordings along an entire transect. 

During this time, sperm whales are likely to have moved about 2 n.mi. (on average, 

sperm whales at Kaikoura move about 1 n.mi. between successive dives, each of 

about 50 minutes, Jaquet et al., in press). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the 

positions of the whales in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 are at least approximately relevant to 

the density and number of whales estimated at recording stations. 
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The density and number4 of whales estimated using Moby Click at each recording 

station along the first randomly chosen transect is shown in Figure 6.9. Six different 

whales were encountered that day - two whales twice. The estimated mean 

density and mean number of whales at each station appears reasonable given the 

number and distribution of whales seen that day. The mean density, and thus, the 

mean number of whales estimated over the whole transect (see Appendix B for 

details on the computation of the area of the whole transect) is very similar to the 

number of whales encountered that day. 
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Figure 6.9 Estimated density and number of sperm whales at each recording 
station along the first randomly chosen transect. Mean density and the 
mean abundance of whales is noted in the bottom left of the figure. 
Triangles represent the positions of different whales encountered that 
day. Stars represent second encounters with the same whale. 

With the exception of recording station 6, where whales were heard during 

transcription but due to noise were not able to be analysed using Moby Click, no 

4 The number of whales was estimated for each recording station by multiplying the density (D) of 
whales at that station by the station area. Obviously, this is exactly the same value as A - from 
which D was calculated. 
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whales were heard at any recording station along the second randomly chosen 

transect (Figure 6.10). Density and abundance estimates are therefore zero. There 

were nine encounters with sperm whales that day, four of which were identified as 

different individuals, and five that were not identified. Although there were whales in 

the study area, the zero density and abundance estimates may still be accurate. 

Since the first whale that was identified after completion of the transect (and thus, 

presumably the closest whale) was over 4 n.mi. from the last recording station, it is 

very unlikely that this whale, or the others near it, would have been within recording 

range. The fact that effort was then concentrated inshore indicates that more whales 

were heard in this area. 
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Figure 6.1 O Estimated density and number of sperm whales at each recording 
station along the second randomly chosen transect. Mean density and 
the mean abundance of whales is noted in the bottom left of the figure. 
Triangles represent the positions of different whales encountered that 
day. Squares represent whales that were not identified. ? indicates 
that clicks were heard during transcription of the station recording, but 
that due to noise, they could not be detected and analysed using Moby 
Click. 
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The density and number of whales estimated at the first three recording stations 

along the third randomly chosen transect are similar (Figure 6.11 ). Two whales 

were seen within these recording station areas later in the day. Although whales 

were heard during transcription of recording stations 4 and 6, there was too much 

noise for these to be analysed using Moby Click. The estimate of density and 

abundance is higher at recording station 5 than at the first three stations. Seven 

different whales were seen during this field day; four of these within hydrophone 

range of recording station 5. The mean density and thus number of whales 

estimated over the whole transect area is similar to the number of whales 

encountered that day. 
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Figure 6.11 Estimated density and number of sperm whales at each recording 
station along the third randomly chosen transect. Mean density and the 
mean abundance of whales is noted in the bottom left of the figure. 
Triangles represent the positions of different whales encountered that 
day. Stars represent second encounters with the same whale. ? 
indicates that clicks were heard during transcription of the station 
recording, but that due to noise, they could not be detected and 
analysed using Moby Click. 
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During the high SNR transect, between 5.4 and 8.9 whales were estimated at each 

recording station (Figure 6.12). The lowest of the density and abundance estimates 

is higher than any estimate from recording stations along the three randomly 

chosen transects. The high SNR estimates also seem large when compared to the 

number of encounters with whales that day. Encounters are clustered around 

recording stations 4 and 5. Density and abundance estimates also begin to 

increase around this area. The density and abundance estimates for the entire 

transect area seem too high. This field day was very short (ending at 11 :38 am, -

five hours less than normal), but the encounter rate was high (five different whales, 

six encounters, in 3.5 hours). Thus, it is likely that if the field day was of normal 

length, many more whales would have been encountered, and the abundance 

estimate may not seem unreasonable. However, it seems most likely that noise was 

mistaken for clicks when calculating click rate using Moby Click since transcription 

estimates using the same recordings indicate fewer whales (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.12 Estimated density and number of sperm whales at each recording 
station along the high SNR transect. Mean density and the mean 
abundance of whales is noted in the bottom left of the figure. Triangles 
represent the positions of different whales encountered that day. Stars 
represent second encounters with the same whale. 
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6.4 Discussion 

This study represents the first known attempt to estimate sperm whale density and 

abundance using the click counting method. 

6.4.1 Station Recordings and Abundance 

An average of 55 seconds (SE = 25.01) of the five minute station recordings from 

the three randomly chosen transects that contained clicks could be analysed. As 

expected, it was easier to differentiate clicks from noise, count more clicks, and 

analyse a larger percentage of a station recording, if that recording had a high SNR. 

Most noise in station recordings was environmental and did not decrease during 

the recording. Thus, making longer recordings at stations along a transect will 

probably only slightly increase click counts. 

It was expected that preliminary estimates of the number of whales at recording 

stations made using the directional hydrophone would be higher than those made 

either during transcription or made using Moby Click. This is mainly because if 

noise, such as that from the environment, comes from all directions, a directional 

hydrophone can effectively increase the strength of a signal coming from one 

direction compared with noise (Tyack, 1998). Thus, compared to an omnidirectional 

hydrophone (like the one used to make station recordings), clicks will be easier to 

detect with a directional hydrophone. This will be especially true if clicks are faint. 

Since they were both determined using the same recordings, preliminary estimates 

of the number of whales at recording stations made while transcribing, and made 

using Moby Click should be the same. This was not the case. It is most likely that 

when analysing some station recordings using Moby Click, noise "masked" many 

clicks, causing mean click rate (x) to be underestimated. In other station recordings, 

noise was probably mistaken for clicks, resulting in an overestimation of mean click 

rate. Differences between the number of whales estimated using these two methods 

may also be related to the percentage of each station recording that could be 

analysed using Moby Click. If more of a recording could be analysed, it is likely that 

the number of whales estimated using these two methods would be more similar. 

A major draw-back of Moby Click is that, at present, it cannot playback sound. The 

ability to listen to sections of recordings while analysing would decrease errors 

caused by confusion over what is noise, and what are clicks. This ability would also 
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increase the number of station recordings that could be analysed. This is especially 

important when there are faint clicks in a recording that may become "lost" in noise, 

or when there are multiple whales in a recording and confusion arises over the 

clicks of individual whales. 

The density (D), and thus abundance (A) estimate, of whales at individual recording 

stations and in the whole transect area was generally similar to encounter data from 

the same field day. Estimates of the number of whales at recording stations along 

the high SNR transect seemed too high in comparison to encounter data from that 

day - and to the results of the other two randomly chosen transects that could be 

analysed. This was most likely due to noise being mistaken for clicks during 

estimation of mean click rate (x) using Moby Click. However, tracking effort is not 

evenly distributed over the entire study area (the closest whales to the boat are 

usually tracked), and thus, encounter data undoubtedly underestimate the number 

of whales in the entire study area. So, although high, the abundance estimate for 

the high SNR transect is not necessarily unrealistically large. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5 (section 5.4.2), of all the parameters in the click counting 

equation used to estimate density (D), and thus abundance (A), the effective range 

of the hydrophone (a) is probably the least accurate. The effect of changing 

hydrophone range on abundance estimates was determined using the average 

abundance estimate calculated for each of the three transects that contained 

recording stations that could be analysed using Moby Click (Figure 6.13). 

As would be expected, estimates of the number of whales in the entire transect area 

increases with increasing hydrophone range (Figure 6.13). It seems unlikely that 

effective hydrophone range will be known in greater detail than 0.5 n.mi. ranges. 

For all three transects, the proportional increase in estimated abundance of whales 

decreases slightly with 0.5 n.mi. increases in hydrophone range (Figure 6.13). 
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Figure 6.13 Abundance (A) estimates over the entire transect area with 
hydrophone range. Gray lines indicate those estimates calculated 
using the two n.mi. hydrophone range determined by Jake (1993) and 
used in this study. The second random transect is not included since 
all abundance estimates for station recordings were zero. 

6.4.2 Conclusions and Future Research 
The click counting method is in its infancy, and to our knowledge, this was the first 

application of it in assessing absolute abundance of sperm whales. The application 

used, Moby Click 1.0B is a "beta" version with many bugs. Despite the problems, 

this chapter shows "proof of concept" for the idea of counting whales via counting 

clicks, and shows that the idea is certainly worth further investigation. 

Moby Click itself could be substantially improved. Ability to playback recordings 

would be very helpful, as would greater "crash resistance". Aside from these 

obvious issues, incorporation of frequency-based decision rules into Moby Click 

would almost certainly have great benefits. Currently, Moby Click uses only time

domain information, that is, it does not analyse the frequencies present in signals. 

Building in some rules about the frequency characteristics of sperm whale clicks 

should drastically improve rejection of non-click sounds. This was not done in the 

current version because it was too much to ask of the processors in the digital 

signal processing board and computer. Spectacular advances in computer 

performance since the Macintosh Quadra 840AV (a 400 MHz G3 Macintosh is 

about 40 times faster at floating point calculations) mean that incorporation of 

frequency domain analyses is increasingly realistic. Aside from software and 
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hardware improvements, the greatest single gain would be greater knowledge of 

the acoustic range of the hydrophone. 

In this study, nine minutes of station recording were analysed interactively using 

Moby Click (see Chapter 2; section 2.2.1 ). If click counting is to be used on a larger 

scale, this process needs to be automated. Automation would decrease the time 

taken to analyse station recordings, and eliminate user bias. As indicated above, 

better rules for click detection (including frequency-based rules) would make 

automated analyses more realistic. 
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Chapter 7: Summary and Recommendations 

7.1 Summary of This Study 
In order to manage a species effectively, reliable knowledge of abundance is 

essential (Leaper et al., 1992). Unfortunately, abundance often proves incredibly 

difficult to estimate. This is certainly the case with sperm whales. These animals 

spend up to 80% of the time under water (Papastavrou et al., 1989; Jaquet et al., in 

press) and are usually difficult to access (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). These 

factors have frustrated attempts to census this species visually, and have resulted in 

discrepant and imprecise abundance estimates (for example, Rice 1989; Reeves & 

Whitehead, 1997). Acoustic surveys are being used increasingly as superior 

alternatives to traditional visual surveys. However, most require further 

development. 

This study investigated an acoustic censusing method called "click counting". 

Results here are the most robust and comprehensive of any similar research to 

date, and are the first of this kind for sperm whales at Kaikoura. This is also the first 

study (to my knowledge) that has applied the click counting method to estimate 

absolute abundance. Results show that "click counting" has more than theoretical 

promise. 

To estimate absolute abundance, click counting requires knowledge of three core 

parameters: 

1. Overall mean regular click rate, 

2. the percentage of time sperm whales spend regular clicking, and 

3. the effective range of the hydrophone used to make recordings. 

The first two parameters were the focus of Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, while 

Jake (1993) estimated the effective range of the hydrophone. 

Although regular click rate did vary, in the nine dive cycles analysed, mean regular 

click rate did not differ significantly with season, within dives, among dives of the 

same whale, or among different whales. Thus, subadult male sperm whales at 

Kaikoura can be censused using one overall mean regular click rate. This was 

estimated as 1.272 clicks s-1 (± 0.029; 95% Cl). 
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Comparison with other research shows that mean regular click rates differ among 

locations, age groups, and sexes. Females had the highest mean regular click 

rates, followed by subadult males, then mature male sperm whales (Mullins et al., 

1988; Goold & Jones, 1995; Jake, 1996). Accompanied with evidence of changes in 

click rate with group behaviour and group size (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990), and 

time of day (Weilgart, 1990), this highlighted the fact that overall mean regular click 

rate must be calculated for each sperm whale "population" in turn, and differences 

in behaviour (that affect regular click rate) must be taken into account. 

The percentage of time sperm whales spent regular clicking while diving was 

determined from 54 'sections' of dive cycles (18 'sections' each, from the start, 

middle, and end of dive cycles). Dive 'section' and whale identity had no effect on 

the percentage of time sperm whales spent regular clicking. This is a positive result 

as it suggests that sperm whales are not likely to be "missed" during acoustic 

surveys because they are in a particular 'section' of their dive, nor are some whales 

more likely to be heard (and counted) than others. 

When combined with data from Jaquet et al. (in press) and Jaquet (unpublished 

data), the overall percentage of time sperm whales spent regular clicking during an 

entire dive cycle (from fluke-up to fluke-up) was 60% (cv = 19%) in summer, and 

62% (cv = 25%) in winter. These results are similar to the 60% estimated for 

subadult male sperm whales off Nova Scotia by Mullins et al. (1988), but less than 

the 70% calculated for nursery groups (females and immatures) off the Galapagos 

Islands (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). Nursery groups are more social than the 

subadult males at Kaikoura (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). They spend more time at 

the water surface, and their vocal behaviour is also different (Watkins, 1977). Thus, 

applicability of the estimated percentage of time sperm whales are regular clicking 

at Kaikoura to other "populations" cannot be assumed. This proportion should be 

determined for each whale "population" in turn. 

An equation to estimate sperm whale abundance (and density) was developed 

using the three core parameters required by the click counting method. Compared 

to visual survey methods, precision of abundance estimates gained via click 

counting is very acceptable. This precision could be increased if: 

• the mean regular click rate parameter (m) of the click counting equation was 

estimated from multiple recordings from the same individuals rather than many 

recordings from different whales, 

• the number of individual whales analysed was increased rather than the number 

of dives per whale (analysing five dives from 5 to 1 O whales is a realistic goal at 

Kaikoura), and 
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• there were more whales in a recording (precision of an abundance estimate 

increased with the number of whales in a recording). 

Since parameters were determined from the same population, using the same 

equipment, and overall mean click rate was estimated from whole dive cycles, 

results from this equation should be more reliable than those from the only other 

click rate equation developed to date (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990). 

To estimate abundance and density, mean click rate during portions of five minute 

recordings made at stations along four transects at Kaikoura was determined using 

Moby Click 1 .OB. Mean click rate was under- and overestimated in some station 

recordings due to confusion between sperm whale clicks and noise. Incorporating 

the ability to playback sound when analysing using Moby Click would decrease 

these errors substantially. Despite this problem, resulting abundance estimates 

both for recording stations and whole transects were generally similar to the 

number of encounters with whales during the same field day. The abundance 

estimate for the high Signal-to-Noise-Ratio transect seemed high compared to 

encounter data for that day. However, it may not be unrealistically large since 

encounter data definitely underestimates the number of whales in the study area. 

7 .2 Future Recommendations 
Results from this study have shown that the click counting method holds much 

potential to be a powerful censusing tool. However, there is room for improvement. 

Two main aspects can be addressed, and would provide immediate benefits. The 

first aspect is data collection at Kaikoura. 

For click counting purposes, full dive cycle recordings are the most useful. Few high 

quality full dive cycle recordings exist in the acoustics database at present because 

they are very difficult to make. However, the statistical power and stronger 

conclusions that will result from analysing full dive cycle recordings justify the effort 

involved in making these. Additionally, to calibrate click detection rules used by 

Moby Click for automatic analyses, recordings containing only one vocalising whale 

are required. An increased effort to track and record "acoustically lone" whales 

would effectively increase the efficiency of analysing click rate since it would allow 

determination of rules for better automatic click detection, and thus, automate the 

whole click counting process using Moby Click. 

No data have been collected at night time at Kaikoura. The importance of collecting 

this data was highlighted by Watkins et al. (1999) who found a diurnal difference in 
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the amount of time two subadult male sperm whales in the south east Caribbean 

spent diving and at the water surface. There is a possibility that sperm whales at 

Kaikoura also exhibit diurnal differences in behaviour. 

Over the last ten years, data from Kaikoura were collected primarily during summer 

and winter field seasons. An effort should be made to collect data during spring and 

autumn. It is possible that there are other seasonal differences in sperm whale 

behaviour that we are missing. This is now being addressed. 

As previously mentioned, of all the parameters in the click counting equation, the 

effective range of the hydrophone is the least robustly estimated. This is an 

important parameter when estimating abundance, and it needs to be determined 

more accurately. A different hydrophone than that used by Jake (1993) and this 

study is now used at Kaikoura. It is necessary to estimate its range. 

The second area of improvement is related to further development of Moby Click 

1.0B. As it stands, Moby Click 1.0B is a tool with potential. However, it is not 

particularly user-friendly. The ability to playback sound would bring obvious and 

immediate improvements to a user's ability to analyse recordings accurately, and 

thus, to resulting abundance estimates. 

Interactive analysis of recordings using Moby Click 1.0B is a very slow process. To 

be a practical tool, the ability to analyse recordings automatically is essential. 

Although automatic analyses are possible at present, not enough data have been 

processed interactively to determine accurate parameters for automatic click 

detection rules. These data need to be collected (as mentioned above) and 

interactively analysed. This would result in a more efficient method of estimating 

click rate. Automatic analyses would also remove user bias. 

At present, Moby Click 1.0B uses time-domain rules to determine sperm whale 

clicks from noise. Including frequency-domain rules in click detection would again 

increase the speed of click rate analysis by improving rejection of non-click sounds. 
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Appendix A 

Detailed Descriptions of the Nine Dive Cycles Analysed in 
Chapter 3 

Dive #1 of Whale H R110 

The first dive cycle of HR110 was recorded on June 27, 1996 (Figure 3.1 a). HR11 O 

dived at 10:02 am although recording did not start until about 4.5 minutes after this. 

Recording continued until HR11 O resurfaced 36:32 minutes later. Although this 

recording was of very good quality, target whale clicks were too faint to cross Moby 

Click's six dB threshold on four short occasions and were therefore not available for 

analysis during these times. Hydrophone cable noise was audible throughout this 

recording, though never loud enough to obscure target whale clicks during 

analysis. Vocalisations from at least one background whale occurred throughout 

the entire recording and on three occasions were louder than the target whale. 

Despite this, clicks from the target whale could still be identified. 

Figure 3.1 a contains 24 bouts of regular clicks, broken by periods of silence, 

buzzing, or times when clicks were too faint to analyse. During the first three 

minutes of recording there was a trend of increasing click rate, after which click rate 

almost halved. Between 10.5 and 27 minutes click rate was stable at about 1.5 

clicks s-1. The most obvious feature in this dive are the rapid and short increases in 

click rate (at least 0.25 faster than previous click rates) among the generally stable 

overall click rate pattern. Of the eight times this occurred during this dive, three 

preceded a buzz, two a silence, and three occurred during a bout of regular 

clicking. Click rate tended to increase directly before a buzz - often quite sharply 

- and decrease preceding a period of silence (Figure 3.2). When HR11 O began 

clicking again after a buzz or silence, it generally started slowly and then increased 

click rate again. 

The timing of 2157 regular clicks was analysed during this dive cycle. The minimum 

click rate of this dive was 0.672 clicks s-1 and the maximum was 2.681 clicks s-1. 

The overall mean click rate was 1.450 clicks s-1 (cv = 0.189 - Table 3.2). 

Dive #2 of Whale HR110 

The second dive cycle of HR11 O was recorded on December 2, 1996 (Figure 3.1 b). 

HR11 O dived at 2:45 pm although recording did not start until 2:21 minutes after 
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this. Recording continued until HR11 O resurfaced 29:19 minutes later. Except for 

three occasions when clicks were too quiet to cross Moby Click's six dB threshold, 

this recording was generally of very good quality. Background hydrophone noise 

could be heard throughout the recording. A section of almost two minutes contained 

noise caused by an electrical fault, that although aurally obvious, did not obscure 

target whale vocalisations during analysis. One background whale could be heard 

throughout this recording, and on four short occasions, two background whales 

were audible. Twice, background whales were as loud as the target whale, but 

clicks of the target whale could still be identified. 

Figure 3.1 b contains 17 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. Clicks recorded during 

the first ten minutes of this dive showed a general trend of increasing rate. The last 

six minutes of clicks exhibited a decreasing click rate. From about 10-15 minutes, 

click rate remained relatively stable around 1.4-1.5 clicks s-1. At 16 minutes click 

rate increased to 2.6 clicks s-1. Click rate continued to rise until it reached its peak of 

3.46 clicks s·1 at 16.2 minutes. A general trend of decreasing click rate was evident 

after this. The overall appearance of this dive cycle is one of increasing click rate 

until about half way through the dive, then decreasing click rate until HR11 O 

stopped clicking. On six occasions click rate increased sharply (at least 0.25 

greater click rate than previous clicks). Four of these occasions preceded a buzz, 

and two occurred during a period of regular clicking. From those buzzes that could 

be determined (that is, buzzes not occurring during a period where the whale was 

too faint), click rate tended to increase immediately before a buzz. Eight surface 

clicks were produced at the end of this dive. 

The timing of 1498 regular clicks was analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive were 1.412 (cv = 0.233), 0.605 and 

3.460 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #3 of Whale HR110 

The third dive cycle of HR110 was recorded on December 20, 1996 (Figure 3.1c). 

Recording started at 3:45:31 pm, about 15 seconds before the whale dived. 

Recording was terminated 18:22 minutes later when it was decided the target whale 

had become too faint to continue. This recording was generally good, although as 

expected the whale was too faint on many occasions (16) to cross Moby Click's six 

dB threshold. The recording contained noise from water splashing on the side of the 

boat, and from wind on the hydrophone cable. Noise was never loud enough to 

obscure target whale clicks. The first half of this recording contained background 
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whale vocalisations, which on one occasion became quite loud. Despite this, target 

whale clicks were still able to be determined during analysis. 

Figure 3.1 c contains 28 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. Click rate during this 

recording was variable. There is no trend of increasing click rate at the start of this 

dive. During the first two minutes, click rate decreased to almost 0.2 clicks s-1. There 

is also no obvious stable click rate during the middle of this dive. However, click rate 

did tend to increase directly before a buzz occurred, and decrease before a period 

of silence. 

The timing of 992 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive were 1.268 (cv = 0.272), 0.193 and 

2.625 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #1 of Whale NNSO 

The first dive cycle of NN80 was recorded on November 14, 1996 (Figure 3.1 d). 

Recording started at 4:01 :47 pm, missing approximately 2.5 minutes of the start of 

this dive. Recording continued until the whale resurfaced 40:52 minutes later. 

Recording quality was generally good, although NN80's clicks became too faint to 

cross the Moby Click's six dB threshold on 26 occasions - 21 of these occurring 

during the last 15 minutes. This recording contained noise from Whale Watch boats, 

the hydrophone cable, other whales, and a short segment when dusky dolphin 

vocalisations were heard. These noises did not obscure target whale clicks during 

analysis. There was at least one background whale throughout most of the 

recording, although at no stage did this whale become louder than the target whale. 

Figure 3.1 d contains 47 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. This dive began with a 

click rate of 2.69 clicks s-1 which immediately decreased to 0.91 clicks s·1. The first 

13.5 minutes of recorded vocalisations showed a trend of increasing click rate. 

From the 14th to 21st minute, click rate was relatively stable around 1.5 clicks s-1. 

After this, click rate generally increased until just before 26 minutes, where it 

decreased gradually. The last three minutes of the recording showed an obvious 

decrease in click rate. Six surface clicks were produced before NN80 was silent. 

The most notable feature of this recording is the click rate of 7 .19 clicks s-1 which 

occurred 24.2 minutes through the dive. Since this high click rate follows a buzz, it 

is possible that these clicks represent a slowing down of click rate after the buzz. 

Click rate generally increased immediately before a buzz. 
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The timing of 2172 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive were 1.603 (cv = 0.312), 0.554 and 

7.194 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #2 of Whale NN80 

The second dive cycle of NN80 was recorded on December 12, 1996 (Figure 3.1e). 

Recording began at 2:03:30 pm, approximately two minutes before the whale dived, 

and continued until the whale resurfaced 44:09 minutes later. Although this 

recording contained only one vocalising whale, the quality was quite poor, resulting 

in 58 occasions where whale clicks were too faint to cross Moby Click's six dB 

threshold. The recording also contained persistent wind, water, and hydrophone 

cable noise. During the second half of the recording there was a considerable 

amount of Whale Watch boat noise. Although this recording contained a lot of noise, 

the noise did not seem louder than in other recordings. It is possible that the 

quietness of NN80's vocalisations were the cause of the large number of periods 

that could not be analysed. 

Figure 3.1 e contains 58 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. A trend of generally 

increasing click rate is evident in the first ten minutes of this dive, as is the tendency 

for click rate to increase just before a buzz (for those buzzes not among periods 

where the whale was too faint to analyse). Click rate during the middle section of 

the dive (17.5-27 mins) appears relatively stable, although this is tentative since this 

section contains few data. Click rate during the end of the dive (30.5-35.5 mins) 

seems to increase, although once again, data are sparse during this time. 

The timing of 757 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive cycle were 1.290 (cv = 0.263), 0.450 

and 2.571 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #3 of Whale NN80 

The third dive cycle of NN80 was recorded on December 16, 1996 (Figure 3.1f). 

Recording started at 10:32:26 am, approximately 1.5 minutes after the whale dived. 

Recording continued for 30:39 minutes until NN80 resurfaced. Although this 

recording was of good quality, the target whale was too faint for analysis on 11 

occasions during the last ten minutes of the dive. There was some Whale Watch 

boat noise, and noise from wind on the hydrophone cable during this recording, but 

this did not obscure target whale vocalisations. This was the second of two dive 

cycles analysed in this study that contained only one whale. Despite this, NN80 was 

generally very quiet and difficult to analyse. Twice, NN80's clicks were quiet 
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enough to cause doubt over whether periods of silence were not actually incredibly 

quiet buzzes. 

Figure 3.1 f contains 21 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. During the first 20 

minutes of this recording, click rate was stable at about 1.2 clicks s-1. This is lower 

than all but one dive cycle analysed in this study (see Figure 3.2g). There is only 

very slight evidence of an increase in click rate between 2.5 and 7 minutes, but an 

obvious decrease during the last four minutes of vocalisations. Of the three for 

which it can be determined, click rate tended to increase immediately before a buzz. 

The general trend of decreasing click rate preceding a period of silence is also 

evident. During this dive, NNSO clicked at a stable and relatively low click rate. The 

wide click rate variation shown in other dive cycles is not apparent here. 

The timing of 1345 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates were 1.063 (cv = 0.176), 0.588 and 1.931 clicks 

s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #1 of Whale NN160 

The first dive cycle of NN 160 was recorded on June 11, 1997 (3.1 g). Recording 

started at 10:25:38 am, almost two minutes before NN160 dived. Recording 

continued for 41 :20 minutes until the whale resurfaced. In general the recording 

was of very good quality although boat noise was constantly audible. From 13.3 to 

15.5 minutes through the dive, loud Whale Watch boat noise obscured 

vocalisations of the target whale. At least one background whale could be heard 

through the recording. Although background clicks were loud at times, vocalisations 

of the target whale could always be identified during analysis. 

Figure 3.1 g contains 19 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

noise, buzzing, or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. A trend of 

increasing click rate is obvious from the 8th to 13th minutes of recording. From 15.5 

to 29.7 minutes through the dive, click rate is relatively stable at about 1 click s·1. 

During the last 3 minutes of vocalisation, click rate shows a definite decreasing 

trend. Click rates during this recording are comparatively low. This dive cycle has 

the lowest mean click rate of the nine dive cycles analysed in this study. On the four 

occasions for which it can be determined, click rate increased immediately before a 

buzz. Click rate generally decreased before a period of silence. 
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The timing of 1275 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive cycle were 0.967 (cv = 0.245), 0.541 

and 2.392 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #2 of Whale NN160 

The second dive cycle of NN160 was also recorded on June 11, 1997 (Figure 3.1 h). 

Recording started at 11: 17:56 am, about 15 seconds before the whale dived, and 

continued until NN 160 resurfaced 40:50 minutes later. The recording was of very 

good quality although there was one brief occasion - at 35.9 minutes - when the 

whale became too faint to cross Moby Click's six dB threshold. Although loud at 

times, noise from Whale Watch boats never obscured vocalisations from the target 

whale. Background whale vocalisations could be heard throughout the entire 

recording and on eight occasions were louder than the target whale. However, 

vocalisations from the target whale were never obscured during analysis. 

Figure 3.1 h contains 21 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing or times when the whale was too faint to analyse. During the first five 

minutes of this recording, click rate generally decreased. Each five minute segment, 

from 5 to 33.8 minutes, is typified by either sharply increasing or decreasing click 

rates. There is no obvious section of stable click rate. From the 34th minute onward, 

click rate slightly increased. On two occasions - at 11 and 19.1 minutes - click 

rate increased sharply to 3.92 and 4.098 clicks s-1 respectively. These coincided 

with a buzz and a period of regular clicking respectively. Ten surface clicks were 

produced before NN160 resurfaced. On five occasions each, click rate increased 

immediately before buzzes and decreased directly before periods of silence. 

The timing of 1790 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive cycle were 1.172 (cv = 0.376), 0.607 

and 4.098 clicks s-1 respectively (Table 3.2). 

Dive #3 of Whale NN160 

The third dive cycle of NN160 was recorded on June 14, 1997 (Figure 3.1 i). 

Recording started at 9:41: 15 am, about 30 seconds before NN160 dived, and 

continued until the whale resurfaced 36:01 minutes later. In general the recording 

was of good quality, although NN160 became too faint to cross the six dB threshold . 

on nine occasions. Noise from a Whale Watch boat also became quite loud at 

times, but was never loud enough to obscure target whale vocalisations during 

analysis. From 11.3 to 12.8 minutes through the dive, the gain on the DAT recorder 

was accidentally turned down and clicks from the target whale could not be 
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distinguished. Background clicks from one whale were audible throughout the 

entire recording, but never loud enough to confuse with those of the target whale. 

Figure 3.1 i contains 24 bouts of regular clicks interrupted by periods of silence, 

buzzing, or times when the whale was too faint to analyse (including technical 

problems). The first ten minutes of this dive cycle showed a trend of increasing click 

rate. The middle section of the recording was quite variable. Between 1 O and 19.1 

minutes, click rate decreased from 3.1 clicks s-1 to 1.6 clicks s-1. Click rate increased 

to 2.5 clicks s-1 at 23 minutes. Between 25 and 30 minutes, click rate increased 

slightly. Click rate decreased between 32.5 and 33 minutes until vocalisations 

ceased with eight surface clicks. There seems to be three sections where click rate 

increases, then quickly decreases again. These are from 0-1 O mins, 10-23 mins, 

and from 23-32.5 mins. Click rate decreased before periods of silence, and 

although the recording contains only three buzzes, click rate increased immediately 

before each one. 

The timing of 1742 regular clicks were analysed in this dive cycle. The mean, 

minimum and maximum click rates for this dive cycle were 1.223 (cv = 0.420), 0.368 

and 3.155 clicks s-1 respectively. 
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Appendix B 

Calculating the Area of an Entire Transect 

Since the omnidirectional hydrophone has an estimated effective range of two n.mi. 

(3.706 km), and the recording stations along a transect are two n.mi. apart, the 

ranges of adjacent recording stations overlap each other (see diagram below). The 

equation below was used to determine the overall area of the six recording stations 

minus the overlapping (shaded) areas. 

Six 
recording 
stations 

overlapping 
area 

Transect-----, 

Angle subtended= 120° which is 1/3 of the area of a circle. 

Therefore: 

A = 1rr
2 

_ r2 sin60 
3 2 

= (;- si~60) r2 

= (1.047 -0.433)3.7062 

= 8.436 km2 

2A = 16.871 km2 

~ Rangeof 
hydrophone at two 
adjacent recording V stations 

There are six recording stations along each transect, each acoustically covering an 

area of 43.148 km2
• 

Thus, the total area covered by these six recording stations is 258.880 km2
• 
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There are five overlapping 2A areas (the area A is labelled and shaded dark gray in 

the figure above) along each transect, thus the size of the overlapping area is 

5 X 2A = 84.352 km2
• 

The total area covered by the hydrophone at these six recording stations minus the 

overlapping areas is; 

258.880 - 84.352 = 174.528 km2
• 




